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Abstract

River discharge is an essential parameter in morphodynamic modelling. It proves to be
highly variable in both time and space. In this thesis the impact of the schematisation
of time-dependent discharge series on morphodynamic change is studied. The impact is
governed by several factors such as the long-term discharge statistics, and both short- and
long-term sequences of discharge stages. A variable river discharge itself does not necessarily
result in morphodynamic change. Changes in conveyance area and roughness are dominant
sources of bed fluctuations and bed waves. Moreover, backwater dominated segments are
subject to mild fluctuations in the river bed.

The combination of natural variation of hydrological processes in the upstream river
catchment and the absence of a significant correlation among statistical characteristics of
subsequent years makes it hard for river engineers to construct discharge time series for
river models that simulate morphodynamic development. The limited predictability of fu-
ture discharge time series is an important source of uncertainty in model predictions. A
way to estimate this uncertainty is by means of a time-consuming Monte Carlo approach,
resulting in a mean long-term morphodynamic trend and the associated uncertainty. An
alternative method is the application of a deterministic series for which the long-term dis-
charge statistics are translated into a cycled annual hydrograph (CAH). It is expected to
yield similar morphodynamic changes with respect to the mean trend from the Monte Carlo
approach without the need for a large number of computations. However, as is demonstrated
in this study, the CAH-method lacks in performance in simulating average long-term de-
velopment and the amplitude of fluctuations in the river bed, especially at locations where
strong sediment transport gradients are experienced.

Using a simplified two-dimensional model that represents a locally widened floodplain,
the impact of the included bandwidth, short-term and long-term sequences on morphody-
namic change is investigated. The aim is to improve the deterministic hydrograph schema-
tisation and to find a more convenient way to get insight into uncertainty in simulated
morphodynamics. These findings result in a set of recommendations for future schematisa-
tions of discharge time series in morphodynamic river models.

An improved deterministic approach is proposed. Using historical measurements of daily
discharge data, years with a similar statistical maximum, mean and standard deviation can
be classified. The classified years are translated into multiple cycled annual hydrographs
(MCAH). By using these hydrographs, synthetic time series are constructed. Compared to
the CAH-approach, the proposed MCAH-method yields a significant reduction of the root
mean square error with respect to the long-term average morphodynamic trend from the
Monte Carlo simulations. Moreover, the MCAH-series result in amplitudes of bed fluctua-
tions that are closer to the response to natural discharge time series. Finally, the MCAH-
series can be used to give a rough indication of the uncertainty in future morphodynamics.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Context and problem statement

Computational models are becoming increasingly important for the assessment of morphody-
namic evolution of river systems all over the world. These models are simplified, mathemati-
cal representations of geometries and natural processes. Since the very first morphodynamic
models were created in the 1980’s, their application has been intensified. According to H.J.
Barneveld (personal communication, 2019), the urge for using morphodynamic models in-
creased among Dutch river managers and engineers mainly after experiencing the need for
making forecasts related to inland navigation and after experiencing ongoing erosion prob-
lems in Dutch rivers. Bed degradation of 1-2 cm/year along the Dutch parts of the river
Rhine is the consequence of training works that were constructed to provide amongst others
suitable conditions for inland shipping (Blom, 2016).

Recently, multiple large river interventions were executed in the Dutch river system,
under the collective name of Room for the River (RfR) projects. These projects were
designed with the aim to increase flood conveyance and to provide high spatial quality
(Ruimte voor de Rivier, 2018). A large number of measures in combination with their
spatial scales is expected to induce a significant impact on the river system (e.g. Van
Vuren et al., 2015). This impact manifests in terms of amongst others long-term trends in
bed level change and short-term fluctuations around these trends. The possible large-scale
impact of river interventions emphasises the need for reliable morphodynamic models to
evaluate future effects on the river system. This thesis focusses on the application of time-
dependent discharge boundary conditions on morphodynamic models of engineered rivers.
The considered processes are purely longitudinal. The studied timescales are of orders of
years up to decades and the associated spatial scales are of orders of 103 − 105 m.

River discharge is of major influence on the morphological evolution of a river. River
managers and engineers therefore face the challenge of composing a well-considered represen-
tation of the river discharge when performing morphodynamic simulations. The discharge
proves to be variable in both space and time (Figure 1.1). The natural variation of hydro-
logical processes in the river catchment and the absence of a significant correlation among
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Chapter 1. Introduction

subsequent years of discharge observations (Van Gelder et al., 2000), are dominant causes
of the limited predictability of future discharge time series. Consequently, the inclusion of
discharge time series contributes to uncertainty in modelling future morphodynamics.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: (a) View of the river Waal at the Bemmelse Waard (top) and at Nijmegen (bottom) during a
discharge stage of 3030 m3/s that just exceeded bankfull discharge; Date: March 23., 2019. (b) View of the
same locations, during a discharge stage of 1100 m3/s; Date: April 22., 2019 [courtesy: personal collection].

In fact, uncertainty in model input (and model output) has many origins. Van Asselt
and Rotmans (2002) distinguish between the following categories: 1) variability, which is
inherent to the highly random character of nature and 2) limited knowledge, which is re-
lated to amongst others quality and frequency of measurements, model simplifications and
empirical relations. This thesis focusses only on the uncertainty that is induced by the
limited predictability of future river discharge time series on longitudinal morphodynamic
evolution. Moreover, this study only addresses the influence of discharge time series without
considering the impact of climate change.

In order to compose future discharge time series, the river engineer must be fully aware
of the model impact of parameters that define time-dependent variability of river discharge,
such as the long-term statistics of discharge, and the influence of short-term and long-term
sequences of flow stages. Depending on the expected morphodynamic change and the time
scales one is interested in, multiple approaches exist for imposing the upstream discharge
boundary condition. For example, one often imposes a dominant, or forming discharge
when modelling equilibrium states of rivers (e.g. Wolman and Miller, 1960). However, many
studies (e.g. De Vries, 1965) disapprove the use of a constant discharge being representative
for the variable discharge when simulating river morphodynamics. The main reason for that
is the fact that a wide variety of time scales of morphodynamic processes prevails in river
systems. Consequently, a single discharge cannot yield similar morphodynamic change of
all these different processes as would be found with a variable discharge (Buffington, 2012;
Blom et al., 2017).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Instead of a constant discharge, discharge time series are more commonly applied. Several
approaches exist for composing discharge series: 1) cycled or repeated historical series (e.g.
Ottevanger et al., 2015); 2) synthetically generated series (e.g. Van Vuren, 2005) and 3) the
deterministic approach (e.g. Yossef and Sloff, 2012) for which one cycled annual hydrograph
(CAH) is used that is based on the long-term discharge statistics.

Besides imposing a single time series, a probabilistic Monte Carlo method has become a
frequently used concept (e.g. Van Vuren et al., 2015). This method requires a large number
of historical or synthetic discharge time series (realisations). The advantage of the Monte
Carlo method is that it results in an average long-term morphodynamic trend of all the
imposed realisations. Moreover, it provides an indication of the uncertainty around this
long-term trend in terms of a confidence interval. Uncertainty in future river morphody-
namics can be of large interest for river managers: it might contribute to the planning of
maintenance strategies for the upcoming future (Van Vuren et al., 2015), or support risk
assessments on the impact of river interventions. The main disadvantage of a probabilistic
Monte Carlo method is the required computational effort, since many computations have to
be performed. Therefore, in order to get an indication of only the long-term morphodynamic
trends, engineers often use the deterministic CAH-approach, which aims to result into a sim-
ilar long-term morphodynamic development as the average long-term trend that yields from
a probabilistic Monte Carlo simulation. However, as Huthoff et al. (2010) demonstrate, this
similarity in long-term morphodynamic development is not necessarily observed in model
simulations. The typical problem river engineers encounter is schematised in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Schematised challenge for river engineers when constructing discharge time series in morpho-
dynamic river models.

In general, it is not just variability in river discharge that governs morphodynamic
change. Other important features are necessary for these dynamics: variability in sedi-
ment flux, (sudden) spatial changes in cross-sectional properties (geometry and roughness)
and the presence of backwaters, inducing gradients in sediment transport. Bolla Pittaluga
et al. (2014) discuss that, besides the forcing by river discharge and sediment flux, non-
homogeinities in the cross-section along the longitudinal direction are essential forcing mech-
anisms with respect to morphodynamic change. River interventions, such as RfR-projects,
often introduce such changes in the cross-sectional geometry that cause long-term trends,
fluctuations and propagating bed waves under the influence of unsteady forcing.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Problem statement

River discharge is a complex parameter in river modelling. It induces uncertainty in mod-
elled morphodynamics due to its limited predictability. A robust way to get insight on the
expected long-term morphodynamic change as well as the associated uncertainty, is the use of
a Monte Carlo simulation. This approach is time-consuming due to the required number of
realisations. The deterministic cycled annual hydrograph (CAH) is a method that requires
less effort as only one realisation is needed. It aims to model similar long-term morpho-
dynamic development as would be obtained with the Monte Carlo simulations. However,
the similarity between the average trends from both the probabilistic Monte Carlo simu-
lation and the deterministic CAH-approach is not necessarily observed in morphodynamic
simulations. Since the deterministic approach is a convenient concept due to its limited
computational effort compared to the Monte Carlo simulation, finding an improved deter-
ministic approach is desirable. Moreover, finding a convenient model strategy that yields
insight on the uncertainty in modelled morphodynamics is valuable. In order to do so, in-
sight on the various factors that define the variability of river discharge, such as long-term
and short-term sequences, and their implication on morphodynamics has to be increased.

1.2 Objective and research questions

This study aims to study the performance of the CAH-approach compared to the mod-
elled morphodynamics with the Monte Carlo method. With the goal of improving the
CAH-approach, factors that define discharge variability and their impact on medium- to
large-scale morphodynamics are studied. This insight will be used to setup improvements
and recommendations for future application and schematisation of discharge time series in
morphodynamic models of engineered rivers on timescales of years up to decades and ac-
cording spatial scales of 103 − 105 m.

The following four research questions will be answered during this thesis:

1. What is the origin of variability in river discharge and what is its relevance with respect
to morphodynamic change?

2. Which approaches exist in the current practice for imposing the upstream discharge
boundary condition?

3. To what extent does discharge variability, as well as the model approach for upstream
discharge time series, impact medium- to large-scale morphodynamics?

4. Which recommendations can be made for future application and schematisation of the
upstream discharge time series in morphodynamic river models on timescales of years
up to decades?

1.3 Approach and thesis structure

The structure of this report builds on the structure of the research questions. Chapter 2
focusses on the first research question and gives an introduction into variability in river
discharge and its theoretical implications on river morphodynamics. The study is sub-
stantiated with several statistical analyses of data sets of daily discharge observations at
measuring stations along the German Rhine. For answering the second research question
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in Chapter 3, an overview will be given of a set of common approaches that are used to
impose upstream discharge boundary conditions, based on literature research and the eval-
uation of earlier studies and reports. The essential considerations that have to be taken into
account when composing the upstream discharge boundary condition will be discussed. In
Chapter 4, a conceptual study is conducted to find answers to research question 3. A typi-
cal RfR-intervention is modelled by means of a conceptual model setup: a locally widened
floodplain, resulting in a spatial change in width of the floodplain over a length of 3 kilome-
ters. A simplified two-dimensional model is constructed of which the geometry, discharge
data and sediment characteristics are roughly based on the Dutch Upper Rhine. A Monte
Carlo simulation consisting of 20 realisations is performed. The morphodynamic change
that results from the deterministic cycled annual hydrograph (CAH) is compared to the
results from the Monte Carlo simulation and the differences are discussed. Several factors
that define time-dependent variability in river discharge are investigated. Based on the
findings from Chapter 4, an improved deterministic approach (the multiple cycled annual
hydrographs (MCAH-) method) is proposed in Chapter 5 and its performance is studied and
compared to the results from the Monte Carlo simulations. Chapter 6 provides a discussion.
Finally, in Chapter 7, the findings of Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 are combined into a synthesis
and recommendations for the schematisation of discharge time series in river models that
simulate morphodynamics on time scales of years up to decades. The structure of this thesis
is schematised into Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Structure of this thesis
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CHAPTER 2

The variability of river discharge

This chapter addresses the context of variability in river discharge. It discusses the origin
of variability in river discharge, the (statistical) properties and the implications on morpho-
dynamic change in rivers.

2.1 The origin of variability in river discharge

River discharge is dependent on both natural and anthropogenic sources in the upstream
catchment area of the river system. It depends on time and space (Montanari, 2012; Poff et
al., 1997). An important contribution to the variability is delivered by upstream tributaries
and natural processes such as the melting of snow and glaciers, precipitation, evapotran-
spiration and groundwater flows. Human-induced hydrological processes such as civil and
industrial water use, irrigation and groundwater exchange are of influence on the variability
of discharge as well (Montanari, 2012). Figure 2.1 illustrates the major processes and fluxes
that influence river discharge.

Many time scales can be observed regarding the variability of discharge. Montanari
(2012) distinguishes between intra-annual and inter-annual periodicities, indicating that not
all discharge events show periodic behaviour within one year of discharge observations. Intra-
annual cycles are seasonal variations. Inter-annual sequences cover multiple years. Wolman
and Miller (1960) already noticed discharge events with a recurrence frequency of once in 50-
100 years, calling them ‘catastrophic flood events’. Other long-term persistent hydrological
events that currently still lack a physical explanation are so-called Hurst-Kolmogorov events
(e.g. Hurst, 1951). Regarding the latter, it is questionable whether one can speak of actual
periodic events, or one rather observes long term autocorrelation of discharge sequences that
resembles all statistical fluctuations that can be found on the time scale of the order of 50-100
years. These Hurst-Kolmogorov events represent the high uncertainty of various hydrological
processes that influence river discharge such as temperature, precipitation, humidity and
atmospheric pressure (Dimitriadis, 2017). Since there is not much data on hydrological and
discharge features of river systems for periods longer than 100 years, validation of this theory
is hardly available.
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Chapter 2. The variability of river discharge

Figure 2.1: Processes and fluxes that govern runoff in a basin (after Bowers et al., 2011)

Besides the hydrological processes, geological features have an impact on the time-
dependent variability of discharge as well. Amongst others, Wolman and Miller (1960)
mention that river discharge is likely to become increasingly variable if the catchment area
decreases and less tributaries deliver water to the main stem. The more tributaries are
connected to the main stem, the more likely it is that during dry low-flow periods of some
tributaries, other tributaries will compensate for this low discharge and make the discharge
in the main stem less variable.

The timing of the typical annual discharge cycle also varies spatially. Hegnauer et al.
(2014) mention the shift of annual cycles and peaks in time when moving from the upper
basin to lower reaches. The yearly averaged peaks at the observation stations in the upper
basin are dictated by the spring snow melts. These melting events dominate contribution due
to local precipitation events. In the lower reaches of the river, these yearly averaged peaks
are dominated by (more local) autumn-winter precipitation events. Reaches in between often
show on average two yearly peaks, in which both the melting of snow and ice upstream and
more local precipitation are distinguishable. Hence, once can speak of a combination of
geological and meteorological factors that are responsible for this spatial variation. This is
demonstrated for the German part of the river Rhine. Figure 2.2 illustrates 9 locations for
which daily discharge observations from 1950-2013 (Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC),
2018) are used.

Figure 2.2: Longitudinal section of the German Rhine with the studied observation stations [source data:
NL Rijnpatent; USGS, 2018].
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Chapter 2. The variability of river discharge

Figure 2.3 shows a contour plot that illustrates the normalised mean daily discharge
over the years 1950-2013 for the nine observations stations from Figure 2.2. The data
is normalised with respect to the maximum mean daily discharge over 1950-2013 at that
specific station. This illustrates the different timing of high and low water periods between
the observation stations. The peaks in mean daily discharge in the downstream reach of
the German Rhine (Rees, Lobith) are indeed found in the late autumn and winter season,
whereas the largest average flow rates upstream (Speyer, Worms) were measured during the
late summer season. At intermediate stations (Mainz, Kaub, Andernach) peaks are observed
during both the early spring and summer season.

Figure 2.3: The mean daily discharge throughout the year over the period 1950-2013 is normalised with
respect to the maximum of the mean daily discharges at that specific location. This normalisation is
performed for all observation stations along the German Rhine that are presented in Figure 2.2. A Gauss
filter is applied to smoothen the contours, explaining why the maxima are not found at 1.0, but at 0.95
[source data: GRDC, 2018].

2.2 The statistical properties of river discharge

This section considers the long-term time series, seasonal variability, long-term statistics
and the daily statistics for the discharge data of the river Rhine as measured at Lobith.

2.2.1 Obtaining discharge data

In the previous section the daily discharge data of the river Rhine that is obtained during
the past decades is used for several analyses. It is important to state that it is not the river
discharge itself that is measured at those observation stations. That would be a complicated
and costly operation. Several practical alternatives exist. The two most common methods
are addressed here. 1) The velocity-area method. By measuring both the flow velocity
and water levels at one location, an estimation can be made of the according discharge by
multiplying the (estimated) average flow velocity (Uav) with the cross-sectional area (Across)
that follows from the water level and cross-sectional profile (Q = Uav ∗Across). 2) Another
common method is the use of a Q(h)-relationship. This relationship can be constructed by
using scale models or using direct calibration measurements from the field. By measuring
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Chapter 2. The variability of river discharge

only the water levels, one can read the matching discharge from the Q(h)-relationship (Van
den Houten et al., 2010). Both methods need to be updated and re-calibrated continuously
as the river cross-section changes in time.

The fact that different river management authorities use different measurement tech-
niques and model calibration results in non-uniformity among data sets. An example of
these differences is observed in the GRDC (2018) discharge data set when comparing the
long-term discharge statistics over the period of 1951-2010 for the observation stations at
Rees (located in Germany) and at Lobith (located in the Netherlands). Lobith is located
approximately 30 kilometers downstream of Rees. In between, no confluences or bifurcations
are present. It is remarkable that according to this data set a mean daily discharge of 2324
m3/s can be derived at Rees, whereas the mean daily discharge at Lobith is lower, based on
the GRDC-data set: 2245 m3/s.

Moreover, inaccuracies in measurements and calibration procedures, make the translation
of measurements of water levels and flow velocities into a discharge magnitude a source of
uncertainties.

2.2.2 Daily statistics and seasonal variability

Many hydrological processes in the upstream basin show time-dependent variations due to
the inherent natural variability. Despite the (not entirely) random nature of these processes,
periods of low and high water can often be characterised throughout the year, as is shown in
Figure 2.3. The yearly, statistical structure of the river Rhine at Lobith is shown Figure 2.4.

The daily mean shows a gentle fluctuation throughout the year, implying the yearly,
seasonal variability of the river. The extreme observations show a lot more variation. The
90%-confidence interval around the daily mean is wider in the wet season (late autumn up
until the end of the winter), than during the dry season. From this, the river flow appears
to be more variable during the wet season than during the dry season.

Figure 2.4: Daily statistics for the daily discharge observations at Lobith from 1901-2010, including the
daily mean, the 90% confidence interval and the envelope of all observations [source data: GRDC, 2018].

2.2.3 The long-term statistics

The collection of discharge data for a long period results in the long-term discharge statis-
tics, characterised by heavy-tailed distributions such as exponentional-, but more often,
lognormal-type of probability distributions (e.g. Chow, 1954). Lognormal distributions
have the feature that they contain only non-negative valued variables. These distributions
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are skewed and can be fully described by two parameters: 1) a statistical mean, and 2) the
standard deviation (Lane, 2013).

The daily discharge observations at Lobith from 1901-2010 result in the lognormal prob-
abilistic distribution as presented in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Histogram (gray) and the empirically fitted lognormal distribution (black) for the discharge
data of the river Rhine, measured at Lobith from 1901-2010; Mean: 2222 m3/s, standard deviation: 1139
m3/s [source data: GRDC, 2018].

This distribution is obtained for daily discharge measurements. In many cases, such a
rich collection of measurements is not available, and the discharge is measured less frequently.
This leads to a decrease in resolution of the distribution as (extreme) discharge events with
a relatively short duration might not be observed. To understand how this might affect the
long-term statistics, the discharge data set as measured at Lobith 1901-2010 is modified.
This is demonstrated as follows. Table 2.1 summarises the statistical parameters of four
different probabilistic distributions of the river Rhine, all measured at Lobith. The first
collection is described by the daily measurements, similar to Figure 2.5. The second, third
and fourth are composed from discharge measurements intervals of one week, one month and
two months respectively. For the studied data set, it appears that a decrease of the measuring
frequency causes a slight shift in the statistical mean. The difference in standard deviation is
however more significant. This can be related to the observations from Figure 2.5. The daily
mean shows a gentle fluctuation throughout the year, whereas the 90%-confidence interval
shows more significant variations throughout the year. Another explanation is the fact that
by decreasing the measuring frequency, it is more likely that extreme (either high or low)
discharge events are excluded in the data set, since the typical time scale of these events is
in the order of days to weeks. As Huthoff et al. (2010) describe that the standard deviation
of a data set is more sensitive to rare events than the mean.

Table 2.1: Statistical parameters for four different measurement frequencies at Lobith for the years 1901-
2010 [source data: GRDC, 2018].

Measurement frequency Long-term mean [m3/s] Long-term std.dv. [m3/s]

Daily 2222 1139

Weekly 2220 1136

Monthly 2236 1164

Two-monthly 2285 1239
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Establishment of the long-term statistics

An important consideration when composing a statistical data set, is the number of obser-
vations needed to obtain a well-established long-term mean and standard deviation that do
not change significantly due to the influence of individual, extreme events. This is investi-
gated for the daily discharge data for the river Rhine as measured at Lobith over the period
1901-2010. When starting in 1901, the establishment of the mean and standard deviation is
presented in Figure 2.6. The red lines represent the 5% interval around the long-term mean
and standard deviation of daily discharge measurements.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Establishment of (a)the mean and (b) the standard deviation of the discharge series at Lobith
(black solid line) with respect to the 5%-interval around the long-term value for the period 1901-2010 (red
dashed lines) [source data: GRDC, 2018].

The mean tends towards a fairly constant value already after 10-20 years. For the
standard deviation, it takes longer to reach a value that falls within the 5%-interval: 40-
50 years. The standard deviation of the statistical record is more sensitive to extreme,
individual events (Huthoff et al., 2010), which might explain the longer time needed to
establish to a fairly constant value within the 5%-interval. The establishment is studied
when starting at 1901 as well to text whether the selection of years influences the duration
of the establishment of the long-term statistical parameters. Similar results are found if the
same procedure would be executed, but starting from another year. More information can
be found in Appendix A.

2.3 Characteristics that define discharge variability

In a mathematical sense, variability is defined as the extent to which statistical data is
distributed around the mean (Lane, 2013). The statistical long-term variability of discharge
is represented by its probability density function (PDF) as is shown in the previous section.
However, the long-term statistics do not provide information on the sequences of subsequent
events and years. As morphodynamics is dictated by bed material load (Jansen, 1979; Frings
et al., 2014) and the interaction between river discharge and the associated variability in
sediment transport (and therefore the river morphodynamics as well) is non-linear (S ∝ Qb),
the sequence is regarded as an essential factor when studying morphodynamics. Sequences
are build from discharge events with a certain magnitude and duration. Sequences can be
observed on both intra-annual (within one year) and inter-annual (spanning multiple years)
time scales (Montanari, 2012). These features will be discussed here briefly.
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2.3.1 Discharge magnitude

In many studies it has been discussed that there is a relation between magnitude of dis-
charge stages and morphodynamic evolution of the river system (e.g. Stall and Fok, 1967;
Pizzuto, 1994). Both studies are based upon medium-term (20-40 years) discharge records in
combination with data on morphological changes. General findings were that the relatively
high discharges (by Stall and Fok (1967) defined as the 10 percent highest discharges of the
record) are mainly responsible for the morphological development of the stream. Pizzuto
(1994) drew the same conclusion for the highest discharges in the records, but extended the
theory by stating that lower discharges have the property of restoring the morphology after
rare, extreme discharge events. Van Denderen (2014) demonstrated this as well by using
field data and numerical experiments and refers to this restoring feature as the refilling of
local erosion pits that resulted from a flood event.

2.3.2 Duration of events

Costa and O’Connor (1995) state that it is not merely the magnitude of discharge and the
associated sediment transport that impact morphological changes. They state that it is
rather the amount of work performed by the stream that governs this development. This
suggests that the duration of a discharge stage is expected to be of influence as well. Accord-
ingly, not the highest discharges or transport rates are of main influence on morphological
change, but rather the events with medium to large duration and magnitude (Wolman and
Miller, 1960). This implies that morphodynamic change is mostly dictated by the mid-range
of discharges in the probability density spectrum (Buffington, 2012; Costa and O’Connor,
1995; Blom et al., 2017). On the left side of the lognormal probabilistic distribution, there
are low discharges with a relatively large probability of exceedance. Their impact on mor-
phodynamic evolution is mainly limited by their relatively low transport capacity. On the
right side of the spectrum, there are extreme discharges with a relatively large transport
capacity that have a limited recurrence frequency. The latter causes the overall contribution
of these extreme discharges to be of less significance.

2.3.3 Intra-annual and inter-annual sequences

In Figure 2.4 a moderate yearly fluctuation can be observed considering the daily mean
throughout the year for the case of the river Rhine at Lobith. Besides this yearly cycle,
other events can be distinguished in the discharge observations with a smaller periodicity
than one year (intra-annual, such as floods and droughts, with a typical time scale of several
days to weeks). According to Montanari (2012), events with a larger periodicity can be
observed as well (inter-annual, such as long-term meteorological cycles).

In order to study whether repetitive patterns, dependency structures or whether a corre-
lation can be traced among subsequent short- and long-term discharge sequences, additional
analyses are conducted using the discharge data set as measured at Lobith from 1901-2010.
The autocorrelation function1 is a useful concept for this purpose. Van Vuren (2005) found
hardly any significant autocorrelation in discharge events on periods larger than 10 days in
case of the river Rhine (Van Vuren, 2005). Figure 2.7 shows the autocorrelation function
with respect to the considered time lag in terms of days. A significant autocorrelation can

1Autocorrelation is the cross-correlation of a signal with respect to itself, but one of the two compared
signals is shifted over a certain time-lag. The concept is especially useful to evaluate correlations of events
shortly after each other, or to find repetitive patterns.
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be observed for a relatively short time-lag, as discussed by Van Vuren (2005). If the auto-
correlation function is evaluated for a larger time-lag up to several years of discharge data, a
repetitive pattern can be observed with peaks and troughs that occur approximately every
365 days. This indicates the repetitive pattern that is caused by the seasonal yearly cycle.
It illustrates that the timing of high and low water periods shows similarities among the
years. The autocorrelation is however rather weak, implying that the exact timing, magni-
tude and duration of events shows hardly any similarities between the yearly observations
in the discharge data set.

Figure 2.7: Autocorrelation function applied on the daily discharge data at Lobith for the years 1901-2010
[source data: GRDC, 2018].

To substantiate the finding that no significant autocorrelation can be traced between
consecutive discharge hydrographs, the dependency and correlation of characteristic statis-
tical parameters of subsequent years is evaluated. This is exhibited in Figure 2.8. The plots
show the dependency and correlation of the yearly mean discharge (Figure 2.8a), the yearly
maximum discharge (Figure 2.8b) and the yearly standard deviation (Figure 2.8c) of the of
year i related to the subsequent year i+1. No dependency or significant correlation can be
found for the three yearly statistical parameters between subsequent years. Van Gelder et
al. (2000) also stated that no significant correlation is found for subsequent hydrographs at
Lobith. This implies that one cannot make a prediction of the characteristics of the year
i+1 based on the observations from year i. This emphasises the complication of composing
discharge time series in morphodynamic models.

Figure 2.8: Dependency structures and the correlation of the (a) yearly mean discharge, (b) yearly
maximum discharge and (c) yearly standard deviations of discharge between subsequent years i and i+1
for the discharge data set at Lobith for the years 1901-2010 [source data: GRDC, 2018].
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Due to the non-linear interaction between discharge and morphodynamics, the sequence
of subsequent events and years is a key characteristic for the morphology. This can be
demonstrated with the following example. Assume the different years Y1, Y2, ...Yn. Due to
the absence of a dependency or significant correlation between statistical parameters among
subsequent years, these years can occur in any sequence, without changing the statistical
properties of the collection of years. Still, the different sequence leads to a different realisa-
tion of morphodynamic evolution. An important concept to explain this property is defined
as the memory effect (e.g. Pickup and Rieger, 1979; Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2014). Pickup
and Rieger (1979) explain this concept mathematically by stating that a future morpho-
dynamic state is a convolution of the result of historical flow (flood) events. This implies
that the future morphodynamic state is not only determined by the current forcing but also
depends on the current morphodynamic state which has been formed by previous years of
forcing. The contribution of a historical flow state has a decreasing weight in time, meaning
that the memory effect of a discharge event fades away in time. Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2014)
investigated a similar theory using a model study of the Magra river. They studied the fad-
ing impact of floods that disturbed the bed topography locally. The effects of the previous
floods were still noticeable several years later, but the impact of the historical floods indeed
showed a fading character.

Due to the time needed for the memory of previous flood events to vanish completely, the
morphodynamics does not always restore completely after a flood event, as was observed in
the study by Bolla Pittaluga et al. (2014) as well. After several floods passed in the record,
the morphodynamics was a (non-linear) superposition of the impact by multiple floods that
occurred.

2.4 The impact of variable discharge on longitudinal
processes

In this section, an overview will be given of the characteristics that define the influence of
variability in river discharge on morphodynamic change.

2.4.1 Time scales of morphodynamic processes

Morphodynamic processes occur on a wide variety of spatiotemporal scales throughout the
river system. Buffington (2012) states that the extent to which different scales of processes
respond to flow events with a certain timescale, depends on the overlap of frequency distri-
butions of driving forces (river discharge, sediment transport) and resistance on the different
scales of morphological response. The smallest scales are associated with individual grains.
Moving to larger scales, changes in bed forms, river cross section and longitudinal changes
can be found subsequently. The processes that prevail on relatively small spatiotemporal
scales are mainly dominated by individual events such as floods, whereas the largest scales
are dominated by the long-term statistics of the upstream boundary conditions.

2.4.2 Longitudinal morphodynamics

River morphodynamics in the main stem is mostly dictated by bed material load (Jansen
et al., 1979), expressed by S. In longitudinal direction x, this bedload sediment transport
might change due to either sudden or gradual changes in transport capacity or changes in
the availability of erodible bed material. In case of unisize sediments, the morphology reacts
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in terms of changes in bed level according to the Exner mass balance, which is expressed by
Equation 2.1 (Exner, 1925).

dS

dx
∝ −dz

dt
(2.1)

In case of mixed sediments, the morphology reacts both in terms of change in bed level
and bed material composition. The coupled response depends on the thickness of the active
layer of the stream bed (Mosselman and Sloff, 2008). In case the active layer thickness is
much smaller than the water depth, the changes in morphodynamics are mainly manifested
in changes in bed texture. When both the active layer thickness and the water depth are of
the same order of magnitude (as is the case for the Upper Dutch Rhine system; Mosselman
and Sloff, 2008), a combination of bed texture and bed level can be expected. In modelling
practice, this active layer thickness is often kept constant, linked to the river bed dune height
(e.g. Mosselman and Sloff, 2008) or is coupled to the water depth (e.g. Ottevanger et al.,
2015).

In general, a variable discharge, in combination with the according gradients in sediment
transport, results in continuous fluctuations of the river bed level and bed texture. The
effects of unsteady forcing on morphodynamics can be classified into three zones (e.g. Blom
et al., 2017; Arkesteijn et al., 2018a). These three zones are presented in Figure 2.9. The
three zones will be discussed briefly.

Figure 2.9: Three distinguishable zones in the longitudinal river profile (after Blom et al., 2017; Arkesteijn
et al., 2018a)

The backwater segment (BWS)

Starting with the backwater segment (BWS), induced by a downstream water level that
does not match the normal flow depth. At the downstream boundary of the BWS, sea
level might cause these upstream backwaters. Besides, amongst others water-controlling
structures, bifurcations and changes in the geometry of the cross-section might initiate
upstream backwaters.

A variable discharge causes constantly fluctuating backwaters. The bed surface texture
and bed elevation fluctuate according to these alternating backwaters (Arkesteijn et al.,
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2018a; Nittrouer et al., 2011). In case no long-term trends are observed, small fluctuations
occur around a mean state that is called the dynamic equilibrium state (e.g. De Vries, 1993).

The quasi-normal flow segment (QNFS)

Secondly, in the quasi-normal flow segment (QNFS) the equilibrium channel geometry and
bed texture have adapted in such a way, that the sediment load varies with the prevailing
discharge according to the normal flow load distribution (Blom et al., 2017) and gradients
in sediment transport will be present. Consequently, hardly any effects due to short-term
variations in sediment fluxes are noticeable in the river bed.

The hydrograph boundary layer (HBL)

Finally, there is the so-called hydrograph boundary layer (HBL), which is the river sec-
tion where propagating bed waves in terms of bed level, slope and texture are experienced
(Parker, 2004). The induced fluctuations are generally of larger intensity when compared
to the fluctuation due to backwater influence in the BWS (Arkesteijn et al., 2018a). At the
upstream boundary of the HBL, bed waves are generated due to several causes. First of all,
there is the artificial generation of bed waves at the upstream boundary of a morphodynamic
model, as a consequence of an incoming sediment load and a composition that do not meet
the normal flow load conditions. Besides this artificial cause, these bed waves might have
a physical origin as well. The most common cause is a sudden change in cross-sectional
area of the river (e.g. Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2014; Van Denderen, 2014). The unsteady
forcing due to a variable discharge in combination with sudden changes in cross-sectional
geometry causes constant fluctuations and the generation of bed waves. Bolla Pittaluga et
al. (2014) address the width of the engineered river as a source of external forcing on the
river morphology. Besides the width of the cross-section, Blom et al. (2017) mention sudden
changes in friction and the presence of confluences and tributaries as common sources for
HBL-waves.

The length of the HBL-zone and the amplitude of the waves are dependent on multi-
ple factors such as the duration of the hydrograph cycle compared to the morphodynamic
timescale (Parker et al., 2008), the sediment grain size distribution and the degree of dis-
cordance between transport capacity and actual transport (Wong and Parker, 2006). Bed
waves move downstream and dampen because of sediment exchange between the water and
the bed. The waves are fully damped eventually when the sediment conditions are adapted
to normal flow load conditions (Blom et al., 2017). In case of graded conditions, the waves in
bed level and bed composition do not necessarily have the same propagation speed (Suzuki,
1976; Mosselman and Sloff, 2008). Ribberink (1987) derived the propagation velocity of
waves in bed level cbed analytically (Equation 2.2). For a river bed with mixed sediments
and under the assumption that the active layer thickness is constant in time, Mosselman
and Sloff (2008) derived the analytical celerity of a bed sediment composition wave cmix

(Equation 2.3).

cbed =
bs

(1− ε)(1− Fr2)d
(2.2)

cmix =
µs

δ(1− ε)
(2.3)

In which b is the non-linearity parameter between discharge and sediment transport, s is the
volumetric sediment transport per unit width, ε is the porosity of the bed sediment, Fr is
the Froude number, d is the water depth, µ is the ratio between the bedload grain size and
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the average grain size in the active layer and δ is the active layer thickness. In case of mixed
sediments, the river bed reacts in a coupled way in terms of changes in bed level and bed
texture. The extent to which they both change as a reaction to a certain forcing depends
on the ratio of timescales of both bed waves. In case of the Dutch Upper Rhine, Mosselman
and Sloff (2008) find that the ratio cbed/cmix equals 5δ/d. This emphasises the influence of
the active layer thickness in morphodynamic river models.

2.4.3 Implications on the river engineering practice

The classification of the longitudinal profile into three zones is an idealisation of the river
practice. In natural rivers, the HBL and the BWS may overlap and a QNFS may be absent.
When the HBL- and BWS-zones overlap, the momentary morphology is a superposition of all
local changes and traveling waves through the system. Both the effects in the HBL and the
BWS are of importance in terms of functionality of the river. One important aspect of these
fluctuations is the impact on navigability. Fluctuations in the bed level can temporarily
limit the draught of an inland vessel as the navigational depth might decrease locally. This
asks for well-considered maintenance strategies and designs of river interventions that might
induce these fluctuations.

In engineered rivers such as the river Rhine, the width of the morphodynamically active
channel is more or less confined by the presence of engineering structures such as groynes,
fixed banks and quay walls. The main irregularities along the active channel are caused by
inland ports (Figure 2.10a), tributaries and side channels.

The configuration of the floodplain areas shows much more spatial irregularities in longi-
tudinal direction (Figure 2.10b). At places where the floodplain area is confined or widens,
the flow experiences local acceleration and deceleration respectively and mild upstream back-
waters are initiated. This occurs during discharge stages when the floodplains are inundated.
These local changes in flow velocity induce sharp gradients in sediment transport and re-
sult in changes in bed level and composition and generate HBL-bed waves that propagate
downstream. Relatively low discharge stages that do not exceed bankfull discharge force the
river morphology back to its state prior to the inundation of the floodplains (Van der Klis,
2003, Van Denderen, 2014).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: (a) An inland port (’vluchthaven’) along the Dutch Upper Rhine near Lobith and (b) a
sudden confinement of the floodplain width along the German Niederrhein at Rees. [source: Google Earth]

Relevance on river interventions

The Room for the River (RfR-) programme has led to numerous interventions in the Dutch
river system. One aim of the programme was to increase the conveyance capacity of the rivers
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(Van Vuren et al., 2015). Typical examples of measures that formed part of the programme
were the construction of side channels, and the lowering and widening of floodplain areas.
These measures can be seen as added irregularities of the river cross-section. These measures
introduce (strong) gradients in sediment transport. Besides the associated fluctuations, these
measures result in long-term trends as well since these measures disturb the river morphology
prior to the intervention. The adaptation of the river morphology to river interventions is
often a long-term process prevailing on timescales of decades to centuries (Van der Klis,
2003), whereas associated fluctuations around these trends take place on timescales of floods
up to years.

Studies that involve the application of a variable discharge on cases that are similar
to RfR-interventions (e.g. Van der Klis, 2003; Van Vuren, 2005) show that the long-term
response to a variable discharge results in different morphodynamics compared to the case
with a steady discharge. Especially in the zones where the flow rapidly accelerates or
decelerates, the (dynamic) equilibrium morphology is not necessarily governed by the long-
term statistics of discharge and sediment transport, as would be the case for reaches with
large-scale sediment transport gradients. The local morphodynamic features are rather
governed by the variation of durations and magnitudes (sequences) of discharge events.
The largest uncertainty can be expected near these zones with strong sediment transport
gradients. This will be demonstrated and elaborated further in Section 4.3.

Due to the large number of RfR-related projects and their associated spatial scales, the
interventions may lead to combined effects (Sloff et al., 2014). Morphodynamic models
can be used to make predictions on the evolution of such long-term trends and associated
fluctuations. Predictions are important to understand consequences of river interventions.
These models can be used to support the development of amongst others management
strategies that might be needed to maintain the functionality of the river (e.g. Van Vuren
et al., 2015). Furthermore, models can support risk analyses on future impact of river
interventions.

2.5 Sources of uncertainty in morphodynamic modelling

Modelling river morphology involves many interpretations of measurements, simplifications,
variable parameters and empirical relations. All these components are sources of uncertainty
as hardly any of these parameters can be considered to be purely deterministic (Van der
Klis, 2003). Many studies are conducted to classify types and sources of uncertainty. Van
Asselt and Rotmans (2002) distinguish between two dominant sources of uncertainty. These
are: 1) variability, meaning that the model input parameter has a highly random character.
An important contribution is delivered by the fact that future discharge time series and
the influence of climate change on future discharge are to a large extent unpredictable as
is shown with the use of the (auto-) correlation and dependency structures of the discharge
data set as measured at Lobith (Section 2.3.3), and 2) limitations of knowledge, depending
on i) unreliability, being the result of amongst others incomplete, infrequent or inexact mea-
surements. Examples are the measurement of grain size distributions and the Q(h)-relations
that are used to transform water levels into river discharge; ii) structural uncertainty, caused
by the fact that some parameters cannot be measured, modelled, or processes that are not
yet observed or understood completely (Van der Klis, 2003). Important examples for such
sources of uncertainty in morphodynamic models are sediment transport models, numerical
schematisations and model calibration.

Van Vuren (2005) mentions that estimating the main source of uncertainty in modelling
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river morphodynamics is complex due to the non-linear interactions, and the signature that
is connected to space and time. The main findings of an uncertainty analysis proved that
the tuning parameters of the sediment transport model might have a significant contribution
to model uncertainty. The uncertainty of grain size in bed material is hardly of influence on
uncertainty associated with modelled morphodynamics. The induced uncertainty in model
outcomes that is caused by river discharge was found to be dependent on the non-uniformity
of the flow cross-section, such as the width of floodplains, presence of bifurcations and side
harbours along the main stream.

Throughout the remaining of this thesis, only the uncertainty that is induced by the
limited predictability of discharge time series will be considered. This study only addresses
the influence of discharge time series, without considering the impact of climate change.
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Modelling practice

This chapter discusses the most common methods to represent the river discharge in mor-
phodynamic river models.

3.1 Constant discharge

Many studies propose a single discharge that represents the effects of an entire hydrograph
and the related sediment fluxes. It aims to yield similar morphodynamic development of a
river channel as the entire hydrograph would do (e.g. Wolman and Miller, 1960; Copeland et
al., 2000; Doyle and Shields, 2008). The idea is that a single formative discharge (Crosato,
2008) is often associated with the equilibrium state of a channel, or the static component
of the dynamic equilibrium state of the river system (Arkesteijn et al., 2018a; Blom et al.,
2017). Even though this concept might be a useful tool for qualitative assessments, many
studies claim that a single discharge cannot be representative for all morphological processes
that prevail in a river system. De Vries (1974) states that different morphodynamic processes
are dominated by different statistical moments of the discharge probability distribution and
can therefore not be governed by a single discharge.

3.2 Hydrograph time series

An approach to pursue the natural variation of the discharge time series is by imposing a
discharge time series represented by hydrographs. In order to save computational time, the
hydrograph is often discretised into a piecewise constant hydrograph. This simplification is
schematised in Figure 3.1. Wiersma (1997) briefly discusses that such a piecewise constant
hydrograph schematisation still yields accurate model results, if not too coarse. The coarser
the schematisation, the more detail is lost in both the discharge time series and the resulting
morphodynamics.

Such a stepwise, or piecewise constant simplification can be considered as a quasi-steady
approach (e.g. De Vries, 1974). The hydrograph is represented by an alternation of steady
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flow states. This theory can be justified because of the large difference in time scales of
changes in discharge and morphology, due to the large difference in propagation speed of
bed waves and gravity waves of the water level. The quasi-steady approach implies that any
disturbance in the water level travels infinitely fast. Furthermore, the dynamics of flood
waves cannot be represented (Arkesteijn et al., 2018a).

The amount of detail of fluctuations that has to be conserved in the hydrograph depends
on the purpose and time scale of the studied morphodynamics. An important considera-
tion when discretising the hydrograph, is that both the discharge (and sediment transport)
statistics should remain similar to the original series.

Figure 3.1: The actual discharge time series (black) and a discretised, piecewise constant schematisation
(red).

This piecewise constant representation of the discharge time series leads to noticeable
effects. The sharp transitions in between discharge stages, results in gravity waves in the
water level that propagate downstream as well as model instabilities (Yossef et al., 2008).
These gravity waves are not necessarily artificial effects, since sudden changes in (natural)
flow conditions result in gravity waves in the water surface as well. However, the quasi-
steady approach assumes that the hydrodynamics within the model domain ignores gravity
water level waves.

Several ways exist to obtain steady flow situations in models. For simple, one-dimensionsal
models, one could direct apply the backwater-Exner equations (e.g. Arkesteijn et al., 2018a).
For more complex, two-dimensional models, an approach has been developed that was ap-
plied for the Duurzame Vaardiepte Rijndelta (DVR) model1. This method requires prepa-
ration before the actual model is started. First, the flow fields are run until a steady flow
state is established, for each individual discharge magnitude that occurs in the time series.
During these simulations, the morphology is not updated. The steady flow field for each
individual discharge stage is then stored in a database. After this preparation, the actual
simulation can be started. Each time a discharge stage occurs during the actual simulation,
the steady flow field from the database is retrieved instead of recalculating the flow field for
every discharge step so that only little spin-up time is required (e.g. Yossef et al., 2008).
This reduces the required computation time significantly. The steady flow field from the
database is updated with the new steady flow field that belongs to the updated morphology.
This method is effective in case the morphodynamic changes are not too large during each

1The DVR toolbox was constructed over the past decade with the aim of making predictions on the
morphodynamic response of the Dutch Rhine system to river interventions, to make diagnoses of historic
trends and to simulate future long-term trends (Van Vuren et al., 2006). It includes a two-dimensional
model representation of the entire Dutch Rhine system. The tool is especially useful for designing (long-
term) maintenance strategies to ensure navigation on the Dutch Rhine branches.
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discharge stage.
The concept of piecewise constant hydrographs can be used to construct discharge time

series as model input. As was stated in Chapter 2, the main complexity when setting up
future time series is caused by the limited predictability of future discharge time series due
to the absence of a significant correlation. In practice, methods are developed to deal with
this complication. The following paragraphs introduce methods to construct discharge time
series for the model input.

3.2.1 Cycling historical series

A straightforward method is the use of measured historical discharge series. By either
using a long-term record (e.g. Ottevanger et al., 2015) or cycling shorter measured time
series (e.g. Van Heijningen, 2017), the natural variability of the river discharge can be
maintained. The main drawback of this method is that it assumes that the future river
discharge events and sequences will be exactly the same as the historical discharge series.
The range of modelled sequences is limited by the observed series. Furthermore, especially
on short-term simulations, one must be careful which years of observations are used since
the yearly statistics among subsequent years vary. An advantage of this method is that
yearly structures (and therewith the mutual daily correlation) are maintained.

3.2.2 Synthetic series

A way to overcome the shortcomings of cycling historical observations, is the construction
of synthetic time series. Various methods to construct synthetic discharge time series can be
found in literature (e.g. Van der Klis, 2003; Van Vuren, 2005). A selection of these methods
is described here. 1) The first uses the marginal probability density function (PDF) of
10-day discharge intervals. In Chapter 2 it was already mentioned that observations of
successive days show significant correlation up to 10 days. The marginal PDF and the
autocorrelation function for the 10-daily intervals are combined into a multivariate lognormal
distribution. From this distribution, random time series can be generated. 2) Based on
historical observations, a new time series can be constructed by bootstrapping coherent
periods from this data set2. An option is to maintain the yearly structure and hence draw
complete years from the historical data set. Despite the fact that the new sequences differ,
the time series are still limited by historical observations just as for the cycling of historical
series. 3) Van der Klis (2003) proposes a method in which future discharge time series are
constructed based on four parameters: i) the magnitude of floods and ii) base discharges,
iii) the flood duration and iv) the time until the middle of the flood peak with respect to the
start of the hydrological year. In this method, each year is simplified into one-yearly floods.
Each of these parameters can be described by a probability density function, based on long-
term discharge measurements. By randomly sampling from these distributions, synthetic
time series can be constructed.

3.2.3 Deterministic series

The deterministic approach to compose discharge series is the introduction of a cycled annual
hydrograph (CAH). Sloff (2011) shows a procedure of composing such hydrographs. The
duration curve of the river discharge that follows from the long-term discharge statistics,

2Bootstrapping refers to a resampling method with replacement of drawn samples from a data set.
Resample procedures can also be executed without the replacement of drawn samples.
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can be discretised and translated into a single, yearly hydrograph. The total duration of
each discharge magnitude in the yearly cycled hydrograph matches the relative probability
of occurrence that is retrieved from the discretised flow duration curve, multiplied with
the number of days in a year. Typically, the CAH has a symmetrical or slightly skewed
shape with one high water event in each year. By this means, the long-term statistics is
repeated with a yearly frequency in terms of a CAH. The idea about imposing the long-
term discharge statistics in combination with a yearly frequency, is that this would result
in morphodynamic development that is similar to the average long-term trend as would be
obtained when applying a probabilistic method such as a Monte Carlo analysis. Hence,
it can be considered as a best guess regarding a future discharge time series and aims to
produce similar long-term morphodynamic development as would be obtained by the mean
development from a Monte Carlo analysis. More details on the construction of the CAH
can be found in Sloff (2011). In Section 4.4, the CAH will be constructed for the long-term
discharge statistics of the Dutch Upper Rhine.

3.2.4 Uncertainty in morphodynamics

The presented time series all result into a single morphodynamic realisation. However,
in Chapter 2, it is discussed that due to the non-linear interaction of river discharge and
morphology, the sequence of subsequent events and years is manifested in the end state of the
simulation. This means that different time series potentially yield different morphodynamic
realisations. Together with the fact that discharge time series are highly unpredictable, this
causes uncertainty in future morphodynamics. Insight on this uncertainty can be gained
with the aid of a probabilistic method such as a Monte Carlo simulation. This means that a
large number of time series is simulated, resulting in an average long-term morphodynamic
trend, as well as the related uncertainty around the trend.

Such a probabilistic method proves to be a useful tool in case of modelling future river
morphodynamics. Moreover, Huthoff et al. (2010) demonstrate that the use of a determinis-
tic discharge time series does not necessarily result in similar morphodynamic development
as would be obtained with a Monte Carlo approach. A schematic overview of both a deter-
ministic simulations and a Monte Carlo procedure is presented in Figure 3.2.

There are several important drawbacks for the Monte-Carlo method. First of all, a large
number of computations is needed to obtain an established mean and standard deviation
in morphodynamic response (Huthoff et al., 2010). Another important disadvantage is the
fact that for an increasing number of stochastic input variables, the number of required
model runs grows exponentially. For morphodynamic river models, more space- and time-
dependent factors such as variable sediment fluxes, roughness and grain size are important
contributors to modelled uncertainty as well (Van Vuren, 2005). Still, in many studies that
apply Monte Carlo simulations for studying river morphodynamics, discharge time series
are considered to be the only stochastic input variable (e.g. Van Vuren et al., 2015).

3.3 Probabilistic input

In Arkesteijn et al. (2018b) it is proposed to move from discharge time series towards
probabilistic distribution functions as input for long-term morphodynamic river models.
Instead of imposing one single discharge magnitude at each time instant, a range of possible
discharge stages is imposed at the same time during each time step. In fact, this is similar
to imposing hydrographs that are compressed infinitely during each time step. A set of
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Figure 3.2: An overview of the structure of (a) a deterministic simulation and (b) a Monte Carlo procedure.

hydrodynamic modes is computed throughout the entire domain in a parallel way. For all
these modes the sediment transport gradients are calculated. The weighted average is taken
over these transport gradients using the probability of occurrence of each hydrodynamic
mode. Ultimately, this results in a bed level update. This cycle is run each time step. This
type of modelling is mainly applicable for long-term trends and studies with less detailed
results. This method disregards the influence of sequences. The model results coincide well
with the mean of the Monte Carlo approach, but smoothens out details.
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CHAPTER 4

Imposing discharge variability in a morphodynamic model

This chapter consists of five parts. In the first part (Section 4.1), the conceptual study is
introduced and the morphodynamic response to a steady discharge is evaluated. Secondly,
in Section 4.2, a variable discharge time series is imposed to study the effects of a variable
discharge on the modelled morphodynamics. In Section 4.3, a Monte Carlo simulation is
conducted and the results are compared to a morphodynamic response to the deterministic
cycled annual hydrograph (CAH) in Section 4.4 to increase insight on the lacking perfor-
mance of the CAH-series. With the aim of improving the CAH-method, the impact of
short-term sequences, long-term sequences and the included bandwidth of the long-term
discharge statistics will be studied in fifth part of this chapter (Section 4.5). The findings
from this chapter contribute to the proposal of an improved deterministic method in Chapter
5.

4.1 Model description

A strongly idealised two-dimensional numerical model is used to study a conceptual case.
The main advantage of a conceptual study is that the complexity and the dependency on
parameters other than river discharge is limited compared to complex model studies. A
river intervention is modelled that can be considered as a typical example of a Room for the
River measure. The case involves a local widened floodplain. The morphodynamic response
to this intervention under the influence of a steady discharge is evaluated to increase the
physical understanding of the model behaviour. Thereafter, the morphodynamic change due
to a variable discharge will be studied.

Especially the case in which the floodplains have an impact on the river morphology,
the contribution of discharge stages above and below bankfull discharge will become clear,
making it an interesting case. In this thesis, the bankfull discharge (Qbf ) is defined according
to Williams (1978), who describes it as the flow stage that just fills the active channel to the
top of its banks. It marks the flow condition of incipient floodplain inundation. The bankfull
discharge stage is schematised in Figure 4.1a.

For the model simulation, Delft3D is used. The river is modelled as a straight, prismatic
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compound channel. The layout is presented in Figure 4.1b. The main channel has a width
of 300 m, as well as the floodplains. The elevation of the floodplains is selected such, that
bankfull discharge stages is 4000 m3/s. The floodplain is widened by 300 meters at one
side of the river over a trajectory of 3 km. The floodplains are morphologically inactive.
Only the main channel is morphologically active. Only longitudinal morphodynamics will
be studied. The main channel is one grid cell wide, as well as the floodplain and the widened
floodplain.

Figure 4.1: (a) The cross-section of the case study, indicating the bankfull discharge stage and the layout
of the floodplains and (b) the top view (top) and the longitudinal section (bottom) of the model layout of
the conceptual study.

The model makes use of a simple, two-dimensional domain decomposition. This means
that the widened floodplain is not a widened grid cell (as would be the case with a one-
dimensional model), but an extra row of cells is added locally. The domain decomposition
allows for lateral exchange of momentum between the floodplain and the main channel.
The two-dimensional domain composition is selected because it results in more realistic
behaviour in case of a sudden expansion of a floodplain (Proust et al., 2006). Another
reason why the two-dimensional representation is selected, is the fact that this study aims
to extend earlier findings of one-dimensional studies (such as Van der Klis, 2003; Van Vuren;
2005) towards more practical two-dimensional model applications, such as the DVR-model
that is introduced in Chapter 3.

The initial sediment characteristics are roughly based on measurements of the Dutch
Upper Rhine (BfG-SedDB, 2016). The grain size distribution of the river bed is divided
into four sediment fractions. The active layer thickness is set at 1.0 m. The threshold-based
Meyer-Peter Muller formulation with the inclusion of the Ashida and Michue hiding and
exposure schematisation is selected as transport model. The critical bed shear stress is set
at 0.025 N/mm, based on reference studies of the Dutch Upper Rhine (Ottevanger et al.,
2015).

At the upstream boundary, the bed level and bed composition are fixed in time. Indi-
rectly, the model imposes equilibrium transport at the upstream boundary. An important
consequence is that the equilibrium concentration of the sediment flux at the upstream
model boundary is hence defined by the initial grain size distribution of the bed surface
sediment. The combination of the long-term discharge statistics, together with the result-
ing equilibrium sediment transport results in an equilibrium slope (Blom et al., 2017) that
might differ from the initial slope of the model. Consequently, a bed slope disturbance is
expected to travel from the upstream boundary into the domain. Therefore, the upstream
model boundary is located 50 km upstream of the studied river section.
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In modelling channels with floodplains, an important feature is the distribution of dis-
charge over the main channel and the floodplains. In the model, the water discharge is
distributed such, that outside of the backwater influence zone (BWS), a zone of normal
flow (QNFS) prevails both in the main channel and on the floodplains. The depths in the
model are similar to the depths as calculated with the Chezy equations for a compound
channel. The distribution of flow velocity and the water depths at the main channel and at
the floodplains can be found in Appendix B.1.

Chapter 3 introduces a method how to create a database of spun-up steady flow states
for two-dimensional model configurations that apply the quasi-steady piecewise constant
hydrograph schematisation to limit computational time. This approach is used for this case
study as well.

4.1.1 Model response to a steady discharge

In this section it is aimed for to understand how the model responds to a steady discharge
and to check whether the model results match the expectations from a theoretical analysis.
To increase the understanding of the model behaviour, first a one-dimensional theoretical
analysis is performed to study both the initial morphodynamic response and the equilib-
rium state to the widened floodplain. For this analysis, the morphodynamic response to
a steady discharge of 6000 m3/s is considered. This discharge stage exceeds the bankfull
discharge stage. Consequently, the floodplains convey water discharge as well and hence the
morphodynamics of the main channel is affected. A one-dimensional analysis of the initial
and equilibrium response of the bed level inside the main channel is presented in Figure 4.2.
It is assumed that the flow velocity is uniform throughout the cross-section.

Figure 4.2: Morphodynamic response of the bed level inside the main channel to the widened floodplain.
The symbols represent the longitudinal water level d(x), the equilibrium water level de, the initial bed level
z0, the streamwise flow velocity u(x), the streamwise sediment transport s(x), the rate of change in bed
level dz/dt, the equilibrium bed level zeq and the equilibrium bed slope ibe.

The widened floodplain initiates backwater effects within the widened reach itself, and
upstream of the widened reach. Upstream of the widened reach, a large-scale positive
sediment transport gradient will prevail due to the gradual drop of the water surface and
an according increase in flow velocity and sediment transport in longitudinal direction.
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According to the Exner sediment mass balance (Equation 2.1, initial erosion will be induced
upstream of the reach with the widened floodplain. The opposite occurs inside the widened
reach where the flow decelerates and positive large-scale sediment gradients result in initial
sedimentation.

The zones where the cross-sectional area suddenly increases at the start of the widening,
an sedimentation shock wave will be observed during the initial response. This is the result of
a sudden decrease of longitudinal flow velocity and sediment transport. The sharp negative
gradient in sediment transport causes local sedimentation, according to the Exner sediment
mass balance. The opposite occurs at the location where the widened floodplain suddenly
ends and where the flow experiences sudden acceleration: an erosion wave will be initiated.

Initial morphodynamic response

To understand how the simplified two-dimensional model behaves compared to the one-
dimensional theoretical analysis, the morphodynamic response of the active channel to a
constant discharge of 6000 m3/s will be studied at different moments in time. First, the
initial response during the first year is presented in Figure 4.3a.

Figure 4.3: (a) Initial morphodynamic response to a steady discharge of 6000 m3/s after 10 days (blue),
1 month (red) and 1 year (green); (b) A detail of the initial erosion upstream of the reach with the widened
floodplain. The solid black line represents the morphodynamic state prior to when the floodplain was
widened.

Upstream of the reach with the widened floodplain, erosion can be observed during the
initial response as a consequence of the upstream backwater effects that are induced by the
widened floodplain. This erosion increases during the first year of initial response but is
however not significant (Figure 4.3b) compared to the change in bed level at the locations
where the cross-sectional area suddenly changes and rapid acceleration and deceleration of
the flow is observed. The widened floodplain induces only mild upstream backwater effects
compared to the morphodynamic change that is caused at the rapid change in flow cross-
section at the expansion and contraction zones (see Appendix B.2 for more information
about the backwater effects).

When the flow suddenly expands at the start of the widened reach, a zone of relatively
strong sedimentation is induced. Moreover, a shock wave travels downstream. Contrar-
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ily to the one-dimensional analysis, this does not occur directly when the cross-sectional
geometry changes. This is a consequence of the flow expansion that is the result of the two-
dimensional flow decomposition. The difference between the purely one-dimensional analysis
(in which the flow velocity is assumed uniform throughout the cross-sectino) and the used
two-dimensional model decomposition is schematised in Figure 4.4. By introducing the two-
dimensional domain decomposition, horizontal flow expansion and contraction are accounted
for. Additionally, flow velocities that are not constant throughout the cross-section. This
enables the lateral exchange of momentum between the main channel and the (widened)
floodplain. For a case with that includes floodplains, two-dimensional flow effects become
important as these effects govern the distribution of discharge over the main channel and the
floodplain to a more realistic extent compared to one-dimensional representations (Proust
et al., 2006). The model allows for a transverse flow component contributing to the dis-
charge distributions over the main channel and the floodplain. The exchange of momentum
results in smoother gradients in flow velocity and sediment transport (V. Chavarrias, per-
sonal communication; May 1, 2019). The difference between the longitudinal flow velocities
for both the one-dimensional analysis and the two-dimensional representation is included in
Figure 4.4 as well.

Figure 4.4: Difference between (a) the purely one-dimensional model representation and (b) the applied
two-dimensional domain decomposition in case of modelling a sudden change in floodplain width. The
largest flow velocity gradients are found at A (largest negative transport gradient) and at C (largest positive
sediment transport gradient).

The flow gradient is smeared out over a distance that can be defined as the adaptation
length of the flow after a sudden change in flow conditions. It is a measure of the distance
it takes the flow to adapt to a sudden change in cross-sectional geometry. According to
Struiksma et al. (1985), this adaptation length λw can be described by Equation 4.1,
in which C is the Chezy roughness coefficient, d is the water depth and g represents the
gravitational acceleration.

λw =
C2d

2g
(4.1)

Using the model parameters, this leads to an adaptation length in the order of 800-1000
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m. The streamwise component of the flow velocity inside the main channel is plotted in
Figure 4.5. The flow adaptation length λw is marked as well. This adaptation length
reasonably coincides with the calculated adaptation length.

Figure 4.5: The streamwise flow-velocity inside the main channel. The flow adaption length λw is marked
as well. The dashed lines indicate the reach with the widened floodplain.

Besides this theoretical explanation of the smoothened flow- and sediment transport
gradients (and the resulting smoothened initial bed level change compared to the one-
dimensional theoretical analysis from Figure 4.2), Sloff (personal communication; June 3,
2019) mentions the (relatively small) influence of both numerical diffusion and a (slightly
overpredicted) molecular viscosity inside the model as well. A consequence of this smoothen-
ing of sediment transport gradients due to two-dimensional flow effects, is the fact that the
largest negative sediment transport gradient is not found right at the sudden change is
cross-sectional geometry, but slightly downstream.

Similar as for the zone where the flow expands, a more smooth morphodynamic response
is observed at the zone where the flow contracts. An erosion wave is initiated that travels
downstream. During the initial phase, an erosion pits develops at the location where the
flow contracts and an erosion wave starts propagating downstream. The location of the
erosion pit during the initial days to months is found at approximately the same location as
what is expected from the one-dimensional theoretical analysis. The reason for this is the
fact that flow decelerates (negative flow gradient) shortly after the flow expansion whereas
the flow experiences acceleration (positive flow gradient) already before the contraction with
a maximum close to the contraction itself (Ray et al., 2012). See Appendix B.3 for more
information about the velocity field around the widened floodplain for a steady discharge of
6000 m3/s.

Overall, the initial response shows many similarities with respect to the theoretical one-
dimensional analysis. However, the morphodynamic change is much smoother for the case
of a two-dimensional representation and the location of the zone where the sedimentation
shock wave is initiated is found slightly downstream of the widened floodplain.

The influence of grid size on this effect is also investigated. The velocity fields are
compared, as well as the resulting sediment transport. The computed bed level changes are
similar for a streamwise grid cell size of 100 m compared to the results from the used model
with a streamwise grid cell size of 300m. A comparison can be found in Appendix B.4 for
the case of a steady discharge of 6000 m3/s after one year.
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Equilibrium morphodynamic response

After several decades, a new morphodynamic equilibrium establishes. How this compares to
the morphodynamic equilibrium from a one-dimensional analysis is presented in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: The long-term morphodynamic response to a constant discharge of 6000 m3/s after 10 years
(blue), 20 years (red) and 40 years (green). The expected (qualitative) morphodynamic equilibrium (see
Figure 4.2) is represented by the orange dashed line. The morphodynamic state before the floodplain was
widened is depicted by the black line.

The equilibrium response with the two-dimensional representation is smoother compared
to the one-dimensional analysis as well. Moreover, the morphology is also affected just
downstream of the reach with the widened floodplain in case of the two-dimensional model.
Still, it is fundamentally similar to the one-dimensional analysis.

4.2 Morphodynamic response to the natural discharge
time series 1971-2010

The model response to a steady discharge is evaluated in the previous section. In this
section, the morphodynamic response to a variable discharge time series will be discussed.
The aim is to understand the morphodynamic response and the differences in bed level
response compared to the case with a constant discharge.

As a source for the river discharge, the discharge time series of 1971-2010 as observed
in the Upper Rhine (GRDC, 2018) will be imposed at the upper boundary of the model.
The discharge time series is discretised into piecewise constant hydrographs consisting of
13 discrete discharge levels. Both the measured and the discretised series are shown in
Figure 4.7. The minimum duration of a discharge stage is 3 days, hence discharge events in
the order of days are included.
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Figure 4.7: Observed and discretised time series of the river discharge at the Dutch Upper Rhine from
1971-2010 [source data: GRDC, 2018].

In Chapter 2 it is mentioned that morphodynamic change is mainly governed by bed
material load transport. Therefore an analysis of the sediment transport is made to analyse
how the different discharges stages contribute to the yearly averaged sediment flux. Fig-
ure 4.8 presents the contribution of discharges on the horizontal axis to the total volume of
bed load transport for the years 1971-2010. This relationship is presented in terms of the
cumulative density function (CDF) of bedload transport as a function of the water discharge.

Figure 4.8: CDF of sediment transport (black) and river discharge (blue), both as a function of water
discharge. The properties for the bankfull discharge are marked with the dashed line.

From Figure 4.8 it follows that the discharge stages below bankfull discharge (Qbf=4000
m3/s) are responsible for almost 60% of the total sediment transport during the years 1971-
2010, whereas these discharges are exceeded only 8% of the total time. Another observation
is that for discharge stages up to 1500 m3/s no sediment transport is observed. This is the
consequence of the selected bedload transport model, since it is threshold-based.

As a consequence of the smoothened longitudinal flow gradients, the sediment trans-
port gradients are smoothened as well, when compared to the one-dimensional theoretical
analysis. See Appendix B.5 for more information about the sediment transport for several
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discrete discharge stages.
The morphodynamic state at the end of the 1971-2010 series (hence after 40 years) is

shown in Figure 4.9a. This is not the dynamic equilibrium state. A model run is executed
with a duration of 70 years as well, by repeating the natural discharge time series 1971-
2010. This leads to the dynamic equilibrium state of the morphology. The morphodynamic
state after 70 years is presented in Figure 4.9b. Throughout this thesis, the morphodynamic
development during the first 40 years will be elaborated. Therefore, the dynamic equilibrium
state after 70 years will only be discussed briefly.

The dynamic equilibrium state that is observed in Section 4.1.1 for the case of a constant
discharge is established sooner due to the fact that the selected discharges has a magnitude of
6000 m3/s. The yearly average sediment flux is much larger compared to the yearly average
sediment flux that results from the variable discharge time series 1971-2010. Consequently,
bed waves travel faster and hence the morphodynamic time scale of the studied reach is
shorter. Another consequence of the relatively high yearly average sediment flux in the case
with the constant discharge, is the larger observed changes in bed level in the (dynamic)
equilibrium state with respect to the bed level response to the variable discharge time series
1971-2010. Therefore, only a qualitative comparison is made between the model results with
a constant discharge and the simulation with a variable discharge time series in this section.

Figure 4.9: (a) The simulated morphodynamics after 40 years and (b) after 70 years (by repeating the
series 1971-2010).

Under the influence of a variable discharge, a zone of relatively strong sedimentation
develops right after the flow expansion at the widened floodplain. Additionally, an erosion
pit develops at the zone where the flow contracts and accelerates. Both the sedimentation
zone and erosion pits are still present in the dynamic equilibrium state, whereas these
morphodynamic features are absent for the case with a steady discharge as observed in
Section 4.1.1. This can be explained as follows. For the case of a constant discharge, only
one shock wave will be generated both at the expansion and contraction initially. The
shock waves propagate out of the studied domain and dampen out gradually due to mass
exchange with the river bed. Hence, the influence of the shock wave vanishes over time. On
the contrary, in case of a variable discharge, waves will be constantly generated at the sudden
flow expansion and contraction. In Chapter 2, these waves are introduced as hydrograph
boundary layer (HBL-) waves. As long as the discharge remains variable in time and the
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discharge frequently exceeds the bankfull discharge, these waves will be generated in the
river bed. These HBL-waves travel downstream. Their amplitude decreases due to mass
exchange with the river bed, but also due to discharge stages below bankfull discharge that
force the morphology back to its initial state (Van der Klis, 2003). Despite the fact that the
persistence of a single HBL-wave decreases in time (due to the downstream propagation, their
diffusive nature and the dampening during relatively low discharge stages), their influence
might not be completely vanished as soon as a new HBL-wave is generated at the sudden
change in conveyance area at the widened floodplain. As a consequence, the influence of
both the previous and the new HBL-waves is combined.

This superposition of waves is schematised in Figure 4.10. This effect results in the
development of a local sedimentation zone and erosion pit at the locations where the flow
experiences sudden expansion and contraction respectively. The trend towards a local dy-
namic equilibrium at the flow expansion and contraction is hence not merely governed by
the long-term discharge statistics, as would be the case for reaches that are dominated by
large-scale transport gradients, but rather by the variation, frequency and magnitude of
discharge stages (and the resulting HBL-waves). The latter statement is mentioned by Van
der Klis (2003) as well1.

Figure 4.10: Superposition of the HBL-waves in the river bed, explaining the physics behind the develop-
ment of a sedimentation zone. This sedimentation zone will be present in the dynamic equilibrium state of
the river as well, since the HBL-waves will be generated continuously. These waves both propagate down-
stream and dampen out due to their diffusive character. The first HBL-wave is marked by a red colour at
all time intervals. The second and third HBL-waves are marked by a green and blue colour respectively.
The resulting superimposed bed level is marked by the solid black line. The opposite will occur in case of a
sudden flow contraction. Instead of sedimentation waves, erosion waves will be generated continuously and
result in a combined erosion pit on the long-term.

1The following link provides access to a video in which the simulated morphodynamic change
of the river bed under the influence of the natural discharge time series 1971-2010 is animated:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCM7nrsDwtA (uploaded at June 13, 2019).
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4.3 The Monte Carlo simulations

In the previous section, the morphodynamic response to only one discharge time series re-
sults in one realisation of the bed level. However, as described in Chapter 2, future discharge
series are highly unpredictable. Therefore insight on the expected long-term morphodynamic
development and the according uncertainty is desirable. A method to obtain such informa-
tion is applied in this model study. A Monte Carlo simulation with 20 synthetic discharge
time series of 40 years is performed. This simulation yields a probabilistic bandwidth of
the morphodynamic change consisting of 20 realisations. From this bandwidth, an aver-
age morphodynamic trend can be deduced as well as a confidence interval, representing the
uncertainty in simulated morphodynamics. 18 Out of the 20 synthetic time series are con-
structed from the years 1971-2010, by bootstrapping years without replacement and placing
them in random order. By doing so, the daily structure of the years is maintained. Besides
the 18 random series, 2 extreme series are included: 1) starting with the years with the
highest yearly discharge stages and ending with the years with the lowest discharge peaks,
and 2) vice versa. Van Vuren (2005) states that bootstrapping from a historical database is
an adequate and efficient method to generate synthetic time series that include the inher-
ent natural variation of the river. However, it means that discharge extremes that are not
observed in the historical database, will not be represented in the time series.

When performing a Monte Carlo simulation, the number of included realisations is an im-
portant consideration. After a certain number of realisations, a constant mean and standard
deviation establish (Huthoff et al., 2011). An analysis is made for the development of the
mean and standard deviation of the river bed to check whether the 20 randomly generated
time series lead to such a constant mean and standard deviation. The development of the
mean and standard deviation as a function of the number of included discharge time series
is studied at the location here the largest sedimentation is observed due to the strongest
negative sediment transport gradients. Two moments in time are considered: after 20 years
and after 40 years. The results are presented in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Development of (a) the mean and (b) the standard deviation of the bed level at location A
after 20 and 40 years as a function of the number of included time series in the Monte Carlo simulation.

From Figure 4.11 it is clear that by including 20 time series, the mean remains fairly
constant at both considered moments in time. However, the standard deviation still shows
little development close to 20 simulations. This means that the standard deviation of the
Monte Carlo bandwidth is less well-established than the mean. According to Huthoff et al.
(2010) the development of an established standard deviation in morphodynamic develop-
ment is more sensitive to singular events and therefor requires more time series to reach a
fairly constant value. It is decided to continue with 20 simulations due to the limitation of
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(computational) time. Moreover, it is expected that the standard deviation does not change
significantly by adding more time series.

The morphodynamic state after 40 years is presented in Figure 4.12. It includes both
the 20 bed level states that form the probabilistic bandwidth (gray) and the resulting bed
level after imposing the observed natural discharge time series 1971-2010 (red).

Figure 4.12: Morphodynamic state after 40 years. Including the probabilistic bandwidth from the Monte
Carlo simulation (grey), and the response to the natural discharge time series 1971-2010 (red).

Figure 4.12 only represents the morphodynamic state at the end of the 20 discharge time
series. For the upcoming analyses, the time development of the bed level is analysed at
locations A, B and C, that are marked within Figure 4.12 as well. The time development is
presented in Figure 4.13. The time development of the D50 of the river bed is presented in
Appendix C.1. The main focus in the remaining of this thesis will be on bed level changes.

Location A

This is the zone where the largest negative sediment gradients are observed due to the
expansion (and deceleration) of the flow. During discharge stages that exceed bankfull
discharge, sedimentation (HBL-) waves are induced at location A due to the strong negative
gradients in sediment transport. Clear examples of such HBL-waves are the sedimentation
waves that are induced by the flood years 1994-1995 (blue line in Figure 4.13a). These
HBL-waves propagate downstream. They show a diffusive character and are dampened by
the lower discharge stages that do not exceed bankfull discharge. The lower discharge stages
force the river bed back towards its initial state, since these flow stages do not experience
longitudinal changes in channel width. Whether the lower discharge stages are able to
fully dampen the growth of a local sedimentation hump that grows due to the continuous
generation of HBL-waves, depends on the frequency, variation and duration of discharge
stages, the contribution of the discharge stages to the long-term sediment transport volume
and the morphological time scale of the bed (Van der Klis, 2003). In this model, an aggrading
trend is observed at location A.
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Figure 4.13: The probabilistic bandwidth that results from the 20 Monte Carlo simulations (gray), the
average development of the bandwidth (black) and the time development of the bed level that follows from
the natural series 1971-2010 (red) at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C

Location B

This zone is dominated by both the HBL-waves that are generated upstream at location
A and more gentile, local sediment transport gradients. This zone is a combination of a
hydrograph boundary layer (HBL) and a backwater segment (BWS), as discussed in Chapter
2. At location B, positive sediment gradients prevail during discharge stages above bankfull
discharge, leading to local sedimentation. The same as for location A, this aggrading trend is
dampened by discharge stages below bankfull discharge. The HBL-waves that are generated
at location A can be observed in the time series at location B. The waves that are generated
in 1994-1995 pass location B 1-2 years later (Figure 4.13b, blue line). Because of the diffusive
behaviour of the bed waves, these waves are wider and have a smaller amplitude when they
arrive at location B. The propagation speed of bed waves in the model will be discussed in
the next section.

Location C

At location C, the flow accelerates during stages that exceed bankfull discharge. As a
consequence, the river bed erodes locally during these stages and HBL waves are generated
as well. The clearest examples are the two erosion shocks during 1994 and 1995 (Figure 4.13c,
green line). An eroding trend can be observed. Similar to location A, the low discharge
stages dampen the eroding trend and will force the morphology back to the initial state
of the bed. The effect of the HBL-waves that are induced upstream of location C are still
noticeable here as well. The sedimentation shock waves that are generated during 1994 and
1995 at location A (Figure 4.13c, blue line) pass location C approximately three to four
years later.
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4.3.1 The probabilistic bandwidth

In Figure 4.13 it can be observed that the probabilistic bandwidth at locations A and C
is wider than at location B after 40 years. This suggests that the uncertainty in modelled
morphodynamics is larger near zones with strong sediment gradients. This is also discussed
in Section 2.4.3. A reason for this is the fact that observed fluctuations and changes in
bed level at location A and C are larger compared to location B. Therefore, the resulting
uncertainty can be expected to be larger at locations A and C as well.

Another notable observation is that after 25-30 years the bandwidth does not increase
much and remains fairly constant. A possible explanation is the fact that the long-term
discharge statistics limits the growth of the probabilistic bandwidth. According to the long-
term discharge statistics, a balance exists between relatively wet and dry years. The variation
of these years bounds the growth of the probabilistic bandwidth after several decades.

4.3.2 Propagation of bed waves

In Figure 4.13, the propagation of bed waves is observed. The propagation speed of these
bed waves is studied here in more detail. The travelling bed waves downstream of location
C become clear from Figure 4.14. The time series of the bed level development at location C
and at four locations downstream of location C is plotted, each with an interval of ∆x =1000
m, representing the downstream distance from location C. It is found that the bed waves
downstream of point C move with a propagation speed of around 0.6− 0.8 km/y.

Figure 4.14: Time development of the bed level at location C and at four locations downstream of location
C, each with an interval of 1000 m. The crests of propagating bed forms are connected by the black dashed
lines for the different locations. From this figure, the bed celerity can be derived.

From this insight on the propagation velocity of bed level waves, an estimate of the
morphodynamic time scale τ of the studied morphology can be made using the length of
the widened floodplain Lw and the propagation velocity of bed level waves cbed. Based
on Equation 4.2, the time scale of the morphodynamic change is of the order of years to
decades.

τ =
Lw

cbed
= O(years− decades) (4.2)
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4.3.3 A physical measure of bed level fluctuations

Short-term fluctuations can be observed around the long-term bed development in Fig-
ure 4.13. These bed level fluctuations act on time scales of years. The amplitude of these
fluctuations might be of importance for the functionality of a river. Insight on the prop-
erties of these fluctuations can be gained by splitting the bed level time series into two
components: the long-term trend and the fluctuations around this trend. The latter can
be obtained by subtracting the long-term trend from the time series of bed level change.
As an example, the following steps are conducted for the bed level response to the natural
discharge time series 1971-2010 at location A: 1) The long-term trend is obtained by ap-
plying a moving average with a time window of 2 years (Figure 4.15a), such that mainly
fluctuations on time scales of years are filtered out. 2) This long-term trend is subtracted
from the time-development of the bed level. As a result, only fluctuations on time scales
of years remain. These fluctuations are plotted in (Figure 4.15b). 3) From the resulting
fluctuations in Figure 4.15b, a probability density function (PDF) can be constructed to
characterise the long-term statistics of the amplitude of yearly bed level fluctuations.

The main message from Figure 4.15b is that the largest bed level fluctuations are found
during the years 1983, 1988, 1994 and 1995. These are years that contain extreme discharge
events. Other extreme fluctuations are found during the years 2001 and 2002. During the
latter three years no extreme discharge events higher than 8500 m3/s are observed. However,
the high water events during those years had a relative long duration. This emphasises the
theory from Chapter 2, where it is discussed that not only the highest discharges result in
the largest morphodynamic changes, but it is rather a combination of discharge magnitude
and duration.

The PDF in Figure 4.15c represents the long-term statistics of the amplitude of the bed
level fluctuations and is presented in Figure 4.15c. The PDF has the nature of an exponential
probability distribution which can be described by one single statistical parameter since the
mean is equal to the standard deviation (Lane, 2013). Therefore, the standard deviation is
selected to serve as an indicator of the long-term statistics that characterise the amplitude
of the yearly bed level fluctuations. It is referred to as σf . It is a physical indicator of the
amplitude of the fluctuations. The σf is expressed in the same units as the amplitudes.

Figure 4.15: (a) Time series and the moving average of the bed level response to the natural series 1971-
2010 at location A, (b) the bed level fluctuations around the moving average trend and (c) the histogram
of the deviation of the bed level fluctuations around the long-term trend from which the standard deviation
is derived as the physical indicator of the bed level fluctuations: σf = 1.77 cm.
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The same procedure is executed for several locations around the reach with the widened
floodplain and for all 20 realisations that follow from the Monte Carlo simulation. The
resulting probabilistic bandwidth of σf for the 20 Monte Carlo realisations (gray), the mean
of these realisations (black) and the results from the discharge time series series 1971-2010
(red) are presented in Figure 4.16. The maximum fluctuations are observed shortly after the
flow expansion at the widened floodplain. A second maximum is observed just downstream
of the end of the widened floodplain. These are the zones with the sharpest sediment
gradients. At those zones, the HBL-waves are generated, leading to the largest fluctuations
within the studied reach. These zones coincide with locations A and C. Downstream of C,
the fluctuations are mainly caused by HBL-bed waves that propagate downstream. These
bed waves dampen out gradually, as discussed in Section 4.2.

Figure 4.16: Fluctuation parameter σf around the reach with the widened floodplain. The results from the
Monte Carlo simulations are depicted with grey dots, the black dots represent the mean of the probabilistic
results and the response to the natural series 1971-2010 is represented by red dots.

4.3.4 Instantaneous bed level changes

Earlier, it was found that it is the combination of discharge magnitude and duration of a
discharge stage that defines the intensity of morphodynamic change. To gain insight into
this theory, the instantaneous change in bed level of each discharge stage of the piecewise
constant hydrograph is evaluated. The instantaneous morphodynamic change is defined as
the difference of the bed level prior to- and at the end of the steady discharge step in the
hydrograph. This concept is schematised in Figure 4.17.

In this way, the net change during each specific discharge stage is evaluated. This is done
for location A. Positive values indicate sedimentation, negative values depict erosion. To gain
insight into the contribution of the duration of all discharge events, the dots in Figure 4.18
have a colour indication. The colour scale is based on a normalisation of the duration of
a discharge stage with a specific magnitude, with respect to the maximum duration of all
stages in the record that have that specific discharge magnitude.
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Figure 4.17: Concept behind the instantaneous change.

Figure 4.18: Instantaneous change for each discharge magnitude. The gray scale indicates the normalised
duration per discharge level. The longer the duration of the discharge stage, the darker the dots.

The results from Figure 4.18 confirm the theory that sedimentation occurs during dis-
charge stages that exceed bankfull discharge (Q>4000 m3/s) and that the growth of a
sedimentation zone is damped by discharge stages that do not exceed bankfull discharge
(Q<4000 m3/s).

It is found that for each individual discharge stage a wide variety of instantaneous changes
can be found. In general, the discharge events of the same discharge magnitude, with a larger
duration, cause a larger instantaneous change. A few exceptions can be observed. A respon-
sible factor for this, is the influence of memory effect, which means that the instantaneous
change for a discharge is also influenced by the prior morphodynamic state. The memory
effect will be studied later on in this chapter.

From this analysis it is found that the most significant changes in bed level are not
only observed during periods of extreme discharge magnitudes (and the associated sediment
gradients), but also for medium- to high discharge stages, with a relatively long duration.
This agrees with the theory by Costa and O’Connor (1995) and Wolman and Miller (1960).
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The maximum instantaneous change in bed level that is observed during a discharge stage
of 6000 m3/s and 3000 m3/s are examples of that.

Such an analysis of the instantaneous changes in bed level is less obvious for locations
B and C, since at these locations not only the direct changes in bed level due to a varying
discharge is experienced, but bed waves that are generated at location A pass locations B
and C and affect the instantaneous bed level changes as well. These analyses are made for
completeness and can be found in Appendix C.2. At location C (where the flow experiences
acceleration during discharge stages that exceed bankfull discharge and resulting positive
sediment gradients cause erosion in the main channel) the low discharges cause aggradation
and compensate the erosion that is caused by discharge stages that exceed bankfull discharge.
This opposite is observed for location A in Figure 4.18.

In Figure 4.8 it is shown that discharges lower than 1500 m3/s do not lead to sediment
transport as a result of the threshold-based Meyer-Peter Müller sediment transport model.
From the results in Figure 4.18 it is confirmed that these discharge stages do not contribute to
morphodynamic change. During these discharge stages, no instantaneous change is observed.
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4.4 The deterministic cycled annual hydrograph (CAH)

The purpose of deterministic hydrograph time series is introduced in Chapter 3. It is con-
sidered as a best guess regarding a future discharge time series and aims to yield similar
morphodynamic development as obtained with the mean morphodynamic trends from a
Monte Carlo analysis. In this section the deterministic hydrograph will be referred to as
the cycled annual hydrograph (CAH). The performance of this approach with respect to the
results from the Monte Carlo simulation will be evaluated.

The CAH can be derived based on the long-term discharge statistics. The flow duration
curve that is based on the discharge data set of the Dutch Upper Rhine from 1971-2010
is discretised. By doing so, the statistical mean and standard deviation are not changed.
Subsequently, a symmetric annual hydrograph is constructed based on the discretised flow
duration curve (Figure 4.19a). Each year, the CAH is cycled. Hence, for a simulation of 40
years, the CAH is cycled 40 times.

Figure 4.19: (a) The flow duration curve of the discharge data set of the Upper Dutch Rhine from 1971-
2010 (red) and the discretised flow duration curve of the CAH (black); (b) the piecewise constant CAH
[source data: GRDC, 2018].

By imposing the CAH discharge time series with similar long-term statistics as the
natural discharge time series that is imposed in Section 4.2, the average sediment fluxes for
all fractions are found to be similar at the upstream model boundary.

4.4.1 Long-term development

The morphodynamic state after 40 years is presented in Figure 4.20 for both the probabilis-
tic bandwidth that yields from the 20 Monte Carlo realisations (gray) and the CAH-series
(red). The resulting morphodynamics from the CAH hardly coincides with the mean devel-
opment from the probabilistic bandwidth, especially at locations A and C where the largest
sediment transport gradients are found and where HBL-effects are of dominant influence on
the river bed development. In between locations A and C, the resulting morphodynamics
falls within the probabilistic bandwidth to a larger extent. The final morphodynamic state
is not indicative for the comparison of time-development as it depends on the moment of
truncating the hydrograph and the last few years of the time series as will be demonstrated
later in this chapter. Therefore, the morphodynamic development for the three locations
A, B and C is plotted and compared to the mean time development of the probabilistic
bandwidth in Figure 4.21.

From Figure 4.21 it is also clear that at locations A and C the CAH does not result in
similar long-term bed level development as the mean trend from the Monte Carlo simula-
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tions. Moreover, the resulting bed level development from the CAH-series tends towards
a different dynamic equilibrium condition with respect to the mean trend from the proba-
bilistic calculations, especially at locations A and C where HBL-effects are dominant. This
implies that the dynamic equilibrium bed level at locations that are dominated by HBL-
effects are not merely governed by the long-term discharge statistics. It is suggested that
the local development of the morphology is a result of the recurrence, variation of the du-
ration and intensity of flood and low discharge events and the HBL-waves that result from
discharge series with these characteristics. The non-linear combination of HBL-waves that
are caused by the CAH-series at location A and C clearly leads to a different dynamic equi-
librium condition compared to the mean from the Monte Carlo analysis, in which time series
are included that pursue the inherent natural variability of the discharge time series in the
Upper Dutch Rhine. This natural variability is not well-represented by the current deter-
ministic CAH-approach as one single hydrograph is cycled each year. As a consequence, the
superposition of HBL-waves deviates from what is found with the natural discharge series.

Figure 4.20: The morphodynamic state after 40 years using the CAH (red) with respect to the 20 Monte
Carlo simulations (gray)

The fact that the CAH-series does not yield similar long-term bed level development at
the zones with extreme sedimentation and erosion compared to the mean from the proba-
bilistic bandwidth, is an important drawback. The zones where the river bed experiences
the most sedimentation, a bottleneck might develop regarding the navigability of a river
(location A). Therefore, reliable model predictions are crucial when studying the effects of
river interventions. On the other hand, it is desirable to make reliable predictions of zones
that experience relatively much erosion (location C) since this might amongst others in-
duce instabilities of the surrounding soil and neighbouring structures. At location B, which
is dominated by milder transport gradients and experiences relatively less influence of the
HBL-effects, the resulting bed level development falls well within the probabilistic band-
width that yields from the Monte Carlo realisations. Still, differences with respect to the
mean trend from the Monte Carlo bandwidth are noticable. It was found earlier that loca-
tion B experiences moderate HBL-effects that are generated at location A. This might be
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the reason for the relatively small differences between the long-term bed level development
that results from the CAH-series compared to the mean bed level trend from the Monte
Carlo simulations.

Figure 4.21: The time development of the bed level at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C, including
the reference bandwidth (gray), the mean development of the Monte Carlo simulations (black) and the
morphodynamic response to the CAH-series (red).

The time development of the geometric mean sediment grain size D50 is presented in
Appendix C.3. Similar differences are observed between the mean long-term development
from the Monte Carlo realisations and the morphodynamic response to the CAH-series.

4.4.2 Bed level fluctuation characteristics

Besides the long-term development, the resulting fluctuation characteristics (σf ) around the
long-term trend are examined. By simplifying a single year into a hydrograph with only one
extreme discharge event per year, only fluctuations are obtained with a periodicity of one
year. The fluctuations are again analysed by subtracting the mean trend from the bed level
time development, as performed in Section 4.3.3. The time series, the fluctuations around
the long-term trend and the hydrograph of the deviation from the mean trend are presented
in Figure 4.22.

A yearly fluctuation with a maximum amplitude of 4-5 cm can be observed. This method
does not have the potential to model the extreme fluctuations as observed with the natural
series, even though each year a high discharge stage of 10.000 m3/s passes. The main
reason for this is the fact that the duration of extreme discharge stages is short compared
to the natural series. The histogram in Figure 4.22c shows less spreading compared to the
response to the natural series (see Figure 4.15c). This is caused by the fact that the CAH
is characterised by a similar low- and high water period throughout the entire 40 years.
As a consequence, limited variation in the fluctuations around the long-term trend can be
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observed. This emphasises the importance of the variation in duration of discharge stages
considering the range of fluctuation amplitudes around the long-term bed level development.

Figure 4.22: (a) Time series and the moving average of the bed level response to the CAH-series at location
A; (b) the bed level fluctuations around the moving average trend(c) the histogram of the deviation of the
bed level fluctuations around the long-term trend from which the standard deviation is derived as the physical
indicator of the bed level fluctuations: σf = 1.07 cm.

The analysis of the fluctuation parameter σf that results from the CAH-series, in com-
bination with the results from the 20 Monte Carlo simulations, is shown in Figure 4.23 for
several locations around the widened floodplain.

Figure 4.23: The fluctuation parameter σf around the reach with the widened floodplain. The probabilistic
bandwidth (gray), the mean development of the Monte Carlo simulations (black) and the response to the
CAH (red).

From the comparison of the fluctuation parameter σf , it is clear that the CAH-series
is not suited for making indications of the fluctuations in the river bed at any location
around the reach with the widened floodplain. Neither were any significant propagating
waves observed downstream of location C. This emphasises the underprediction of bed level
fluctuations and bed level waves when applying the CAH-schematisation.

Besides the simulation of long-term morphodynamic development, the CAH lacks per-
formance with respect to the variation and amplitude of fluctuations as well, even though
the long-term statistics of the discharge and the yearly periodicity are maintained. This
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implies that the alternation and duration of hydrograph years is of paramount importance
on morphodynamic change.

4.4.3 Instantaneous bed level changes

To study the previous findings in more detail, the instantaneous change in bed level2 is
evaluated for each discharge stage in the CAH-series. The instantaneous change in bed level
for both the natural series 1971-2010 and the CAH are presented in Figure 4.24 in case of
location A, where the flow suddenly expands and decelerates. The instantaneous response
clearly differs between the series. Generally, the instantaneous response for each discharge
value is significantly less when modelled with the CAH-series, compared to the natural
series. As is stated in Section 4.3.4, such an analysis is not straightforward when applied
at locations B and C. For completeness, the instantaneous response with the CAH-series at
locations B and C are presented in Appendix C.4.

Figure 4.24: Comparison of the instantaneous change in bed level during each discharge stage of (a) the
natural series 1971-2010 and (b) the CAH-series at location A.

This difference in instantaneous response does not necessarily mean that the cumulative
effect of the instantaneous responses for each discharge magnitude differs as well, since the
total duration of each discharge stage over the 40 years is not changed. From Figure 4.21 it
can already be observed that at location A the long-term cumulative effect of all discharge
stages results in a bed level difference of approximately 15 cm after 40 years, compared to
the mean trend of the 20 Monte Carlo simulations. Figure 4.25 shows the cumulative contri-
bution to bed level change per discharge magnitude for both the CAH and the probabilistic
mean. This cumulative contribution is obtained by integrating all instantaneous changes for
a specific discharge magnitude with respect to time.

Figure 4.25 clearly shows that the discharge stages below bankfull discharge (Q<4000
m3/s) contribute to cumulative erosion at location A. In other words, these discharges force
the river bed to its initial state, whereas discharges stages that exceed bankfull discharge
induce sedimentation as a consequence of the local negative sediment transport gradients.
It can be noticed that the cumulative contribution of the highest discharges remains fairly
equal. In the mid to mid-high range (4000-6000 m3/s), the CAH-series results in an un-
derprediction of the cumulative response of these discharges. For the low-mid to mid range

2See Figure 4.17 for an explanation of the concept of instantaneous change in bed level.
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(2500-4000 m3/s) an overprediction of the cumulative contribution of these discharges can be
observed, whereas around 2000 m3/s the cumulative contribution is again underpredicted.

Figure 4.25: Comparison of the cumulative bed level change for each discharge value of the 20 Monte
Carlo realisations (gray), the mean of the Monte Carlo simulations (black) and the CAH-series (red).

Table 4.1 gives an overview of the sum of the cumulative contribution for discharges below
and above bankfull discharge for both series. From this overview, one can observe that the
cumulative contribution of all discharges below bankfull discharge are slightly overpredicted.
The sum of the cumulative contribution of all discharge stages above bankfull discharge is
underpredicted. The total net difference is the same as observed at the end of 2010 in
Figure 4.21, which is about 17 cm at location A.

Table 4.1: Comparison of the sum of the cumulative contribution to bed level change of discharge below
and above bankfull discharge as well as the net cumulative effect.

Series Sum cum. cont. Q ≤ Qbf Sum cum. cont. Q > Qbf Net change [m]

Prob mean -2.13 m +2.63 m +0.50 m

CAH -2.22 m +2.56 m +0.33 m

Conclusion

The differences in long-term development for the CAH compared to the probabilistic mean
are mainly dominant at locations A and C, where strong gradients in sediment transport
prevail. This suggests that in zones where strong sediment transport gradients are experi-
enced and the influence of HBL-effects is strong, the CAH-series are not suited for simulating
the long-term morphodynamic development. An explanation for this mismatch is the fact
that in case strong sediment transport gradients are experienced, relatively large fluctua-
tions can be found and the (non-linear) combination of HBL-waves is paramount. Locally,
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the variation of discharge sequences becomes increasingly relevant in morphodynamic de-
velopment. The induced HBL-waves that result from the CAH-series are found to have a
much smaller amplitude and the non-linear combination of the HBL-waves does not lead to
similar dynamic equilibrium bed level states compared to the mean of the 20 Monte Carlo
realisations, which account for the inherent natural variation of the river discharge. Hence,
only introducing the long-term statistics with a yearly frequency seems not to be effective in
modelling the morphodynamics in and around zones where strong sediment gradients and
HBL-effects are experienced. This agrees with the theory by Van der Klis (2003) that the
growth of the local sedimentation and erosion zones are governed by amongst others the
frequency, variation (sequences) and duration of discharge events.

The CAH-series do not account for variations in sequences and duration of discharge
events, neither does it account for any variation in short- and long-term sequences. With
the aim of finding an improved deterministic hydrograph schematisation, important features
that define variability in discharge are studied in the upcoming sections of this chapter.
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4.5 The importance of short-term sequences

This section evaluates the impact of reducing the daily structures within a yearly hydrograph
into simplified, symmetric, yearly hydrographs with a single yearly maximum event. As a
consequence, fluctuations that result from short-term daily sequences are neglected. The
aim is to study the contribution of intra-annual sequences that occur on time scales that
are smaller than one year to long-term bed level development. A reason for modifying time
series that way, is the fact that in general the number of discharge steps in a year decreases.
Hence this reduces the computational time. Moreover, no methods for maintaining daily
structures in a year have to be accounted for. As a reference, the measured discharge time
series 1971-2010 is used. Besides this natural series, a series is introduced in which the daily
structure is modified into symmetrical yearly hydrographs with only one extreme discharge
event, similar to the approach by Ottevanger et al. (2015). The sequence of the years
1971-2010 and the yearly statistics is not changed in the modified series. This procedure is
schematised in Figure 4.26.

Figure 4.26: Schematic of (a) the natural series in which the daily structures are maintained and (b) the
modified hydrograph in which the years are represented by symmetric hydrographs.

By reorganising the natural years into simplified yearly hydrographs, the duration of the
discharge stages differs from the durations in the natural series. Figure 4.27 shows that the
duration of stages with a relatively low discharge generally increases (but the total duration
of each discharge magnitude in a year is conserved).

Figure 4.27: Discharge stages versus duration of the discharge stages for (a) the natural series 1971-2010
and (b) the modified hydrograph series.
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The main reason for this is that the lowest discharge stages occur more frequently in
a year than the events with a relatively high discharge, whereas the extremest discharge
events occur mostly once a year. On the other hand, the duration of high discharge stages is
hardly changed due to the fact that these stages occur mostly once in a year when observing
the natural discharge time series. Consequently, by modifying the years into symmetrical
hydrographs with one flood event, mainly the duration of the low to mid regime of discharges
is affected. The redistribution of discharge stages is expected to change the balance between
the (restoring) lower discharge stages and the discharge stages that exceed bankfull discharge
and hence the sedimentation and erosion trends of the bed at location A and C respectively.

Long-term development

The long-term development at locations A, B and C for both the natural and the modified
discharge time series is studied. In Figure 4.28, it is observed that for all three locations,
the long-term development of the bed level does not differ significantly. At the end of the
series, the difference in bed level between the two time series is the largest at location A and
C. This difference is of the order of several centimeters for this conceptual study. Due to
the reorganisation of discharge stages within a year, the difference in timing of the extreme
discharge events causes a deviation between the two time series at each moment in time.

Figure 4.28: Time series of the bed level development at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C for the
probabilistic bandwidth (gray), natural series 1971-2010 (red) and the modified series (black).

The long-term trends of the bed level development are compared for both the natural
and the modified series. These long-term trends are again obtained by computing a moving
average. The difference between the long-term trends from the natural and the modified
series is presented in Figure 4.29. The difference grows gradually in time, but can still be
considered relatively small compared to the total bed level change, as it is in the order of
several centimeters.
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The difference in long-term trends is larger at locations A and C, compared to location
B. Again, this suggests that the morphodynamics at zones with sharp sediment gradients
(and hence more influence of HBL-effects and increased non-linear interaction between the
river discharge and morphodynamics) is governed by both the long-term statistics and the
variation and duration of discharge events.

Figure 4.29: Difference in long-term bed level trends between the modified series and the natural series
1971-2010 at location (a) A, (b) B and (c) C.

Bed level fluctuation characteristics

The extent to which the simplification of the hydrograph affects the statistics of the bed
level fluctuations is evaluated by studying the fluctuation parameter σf . The comparison
of the σf for the natural and the modified hydrograph series is presented in Figure 4.30. It
reveals that the modified hydrograph overpredicts the fluctuations mainly at location A (in
the acceleration zone) by approximately 10%. At almost all other locations, the fluctuation
intensity is hardly affected. From this, it can be concluded that by simplifying the natural
series into simplified, symmetrical hydrographs, similar (HBL-) fluctuations are induced
compared to the natural discharge series.

Figure 4.30: The fluctuation parameter σf for the natural (black) and simplified (red) series.
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Instantaneous bed level changes

By simplifying the natural series into the modified hydrographs, the duration of each in-
dividual discharge stage changes. However, the total duration of each discharge stages in
a year remains unchanged. In Figure 4.31, the instantaneous response for each discrete
discharge at location A is presented for both series.

Figure 4.31: Comparison of the instantaneous response at location A for (a) the natural and (b) the
modified series.

From Figure 4.31, it is clear that for the modified series in general, a larger instantaneous
response is observed for the mid-high discharge regimes. For both the natural and the
modified time series, the cumulative instantaneous change for each discharge magnitude is
presented in Figure 4.32.

Figure 4.32: Comparison of the cumulative contribution to bed level change for all discharges magnitudes
for the natural (red) and modified (black) discharge series.

It can be observed that the modification of the hydrograph leads to a cumulative con-
tribution of the low-mid to mid-high discharges that is slightly overestimated, mainly as a
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consequence of the increase of duration of these discharges. The cumulative contribution
of the highest discharges is not affected significantly. This is no surprise: when observing
the natural discharge time series, discharge events above 6000 m3/s occur hardly more than
once per year. Hence, merging the duration of these discharges within a year hardly results
in a different duration than the duration of the event in case of the natural series.

The sum of the cumulative contribution of the discharges below bankfull discharge, the
discharge above bankfull discharge and the cumulative change for total discharge range are
compared in Table 4.2. Considering the modified series, the overprediction of the contri-
bution of discharges below bankfull discharge apparently compensates for the overpredicted
cumulative contribution of the discharges above bankfull discharge and result in small dif-
ference in net cumulative change of 4 cm. This is the change that is observed at the end of
2010 at location A in Figure 4.28.

Table 4.2: Comparison of the sum of the cumulative contribution of discharge below and above bankfull
discharge as well as the net cumulative effect.

Series Cum. cont. Q ≤ Qbf Cum. cont. Q > Qbf Net change [m]

Natural series −1.99m +2.43m +0.44m

Modified series −2.10m +2.59m +0.48m

It is not straightforward to draw conclusions on the instantaneous change at locations
B and C since these are disturbed by bed waves that are generated at location A. Still, for
completeness, a similar analysis was conducted for locations B and C. These can be found
in Appendix C.5.
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4.6 The persistence of the memory effect

In Chapter 2, the memory effect is introduced. It is stated that the morphodynamic state
at a moment in time is the cumulative effect of historical flow events. It is discussed that
this memory effect has a fading character. The persistence of this memory effect is discussed
here as it might have important implications on the construction of discharge time series.

To increase insight on the persistence of the memory effect, two different discharge time
series are imposed. For both series, the natural series 1971-2010 is used as a starting point.
The years 1976-1985 are placed in a different order for both series. After 1985, the two series
are equal up until the end of the simulation. The two series are presented in Figure 4.33.
The red dashed lines depict the time window in which the years are reorganised. The daily
structure within the years is maintained.

Figure 4.33: Comparison of two time series that are used for studying the influence of the memory effect.
The red dashed lines indicate the time window in which the years are reorganised.

The bed level time development of both series at locations A, B and C is presented in
the first column of Figure 4.34. The memory effect is evaluated in terms of the difference
between the two series (∆z(t) = zseries2(t)− zseries1(t)). This difference is presented in the
second column of Figure 4.34. To increase insight on the fading character of the memory
effect per location, the third column represents the difference in bed level, yet normalised
with respect to the maximum observed difference in bed level within the time window. Any
difference in morphodynamic state later than 1985, can be addressed as the memory effect.

Before discussing the memory effect, a relatively large momentary difference in bed level
between the two series that can be observed inside the time window of rearranged years is
observed. This difference is in the order of 10 cm, which is of the same order of magnitude as
the bed level change after 40 years of simulation time. This implies that in case a time series
is imposed on the model, the final year(s) and the moment of truncating the hydrograph
have a dominant influence on the model results if only the end state of the simulation is
considered. The final state of the long-term mean trend, or the average morphodynamic
state of the last few years might be more indicative.
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To show the dependency of the memory effect on its location, the effect is studied at
the three locations A, B and C. At location A, the memory effect decreases with time
and approaches the zero-difference line after several decades. At location B, the fading of
the historical memory persists shorter compared to location A. Regarding location B, the
momentary differences inside the time window are smaller and the final different state of
the bed level is smaller at the end of 1985 compared to location A. At location C, the
memory effect has a similar influence. The time it takes for the memory effect to diminish
is comparable to location A, where relatively large bed level changes are found compared
to location B. At location C, a small wave is observed right after 1985. This means that
the memory effect at a specific location also consist of propagating waves. To study this
wave-type of memory effect, two other time series are compared and the memory effect is
studied. Similar to the time series in Figure 4.33, two time series are imposed in which the
years in between 1986-1996 are reorganised. The results are presented in Figure 4.35.

Figure 4.34: Overview of (a) the time development of the bed level, (b) the momentary difference between
the two series and (c) the difference normalised with the maximum difference that was observed at that
location. The time window in between which the years were reorganised is depicted by the vertical red
dashed lines. They mark the period 1976-1986.
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Figure 4.35: Overview of (a) the time development of the bed level, (b) the momentary difference between
the two series and (c) the difference normalised with the maximum difference that was observed at that
location. The time window in between which the years were reorganised is depicted by the vertical red
dashed lines. They mark the period 1986-1996. The propagating wave that is noticable in the memory effect
at locations B and C is marked with the green circle in the second column.

In the results that are presented in Figure 4.35 similar conclusions can be drawn as from
Figure 4.35. However, at locations B and C, a more clear wave pattern can be noticed in the
memory effect in Figure 4.35 compared to Figure 4.35. This wave is marked by a green circle
and is present at location A just before the time window in which the years are reorganised
ends. A significant difference in bed level is not observed at the end of the time window in
the analysis in Figure 4.35. Therefore, a wave is hardly observed in the memory effect at
locations B and C in Figure 4.35. With the analysis from Figure 4.35 it is shown that the
memory effect consists of local adjustments and passing bed waves.

At all three locations, it is clear that after approximately 5-10 years the memory effect
is hardly noticable in terms of the difference in observed bed level. The fading behaviour
(or the decaying signature of historical events) as mathematically described by Pickup and
Rieger (1979) is demonstrated here. The memory proves to be a complex combination of
several physical properties of the system. From the present analyses, it is suggested that
the memory effect at a certain location depends on the following factors:

• The relative difference in local morphodynamic state at the end of the time window
in which the years are reorganised;
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• The time scale of the considered morphodynamic feature;

• The distance between the observed locations and the location where upstream bed
waves are generated, and hence the (geometric) complexity of the modelled river;

• The propagation velocity of bed waves;

• The diffusive nature of bed waves.

If the modelled morphodynamics shows a rapidly fading memory effect, this might have
important implications on the creating of long-term discharge time series. The rapid decrease
and the relatively small contribution of the memory effect implies that, in that case, the
final morphodynamic state of the simulation is mainly dominated by the last years of the
simulation. This means that it would be questionable what is the relevance of generating
complex long-term hydrograph time series when the final morphodynamic state is dominated
by the last hydrograph years. A conceptual application of this theory will be given in Chapter
7.
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4.7 The influence of excluding discharge extremes

Cutting off the extreme discharge peaks in a hydrograph series is sometimes considered in
order to save computational time (e.g. in Ottevanger et al., 2015). The maximum discharges
are excluded by cutting of the extremes and representing them by the threshold discharge
above which the extremes are omitted. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.36. In this
section, the effect of this procedure on morphodynamic change is examined. This is demon-
strated by omitting extreme discharge events and comparing the resulting morphodynamics
to the response to the natural series 1971-2010.

Figure 4.36: Schematic of the original hydrograph and the hydrograph with omitted extreme events

In this section, the natural discharge time series has been reduced up to an upper dis-
charge boundary of 8.000 and 9.000 m3/s. The resulting statistics of the time series are
summarised in Table 4.3. The long-term mean of the discharge is hardly affected by ex-
cluding discharge events above this boundary. The standard deviation is more sensitive to
reducing the upper tail of the probability density distribution. Omitting the upper tail of
the discharge PDF impacts the long-term statistics of the sediment transport differently
due to the non-linear interaction of river discharge and sediment transport3. It was found
that the resulting yearly averaged sediment transport is not affected significantly either as
a consequence of omitting the upper tail of the PDF up to 8.000 m3/s.

Table 4.3: Statistical properties of the probabilistic collection of the different series

Bandwidth Mean Q [m3/s] Std.dv. Q [m3/s] Mean S [m3/s] Exc. prob.

1.000 − 10.000 2332.0 1236.5 8.36e− 6 4.1e− 4

1.000 − 9.000 2330.4 1226.3 8.28e− 6 1.6e− 3

1.000 − 8.000 2326.0 1206.5 8.23e− 6 2.8e− 3

Long-term development

The resulting morphodynamic response of the time series with excluded discharge extremes
are compared to the response to the natural series 1971-2010, by subtracting the original
series from the modified series with excluded extremes (new-old). The difference between the

3This study is roughly based on the geometry, sediment and discharge characteristics of the Dutch Upper
Rhine. Frings et al. (2015) found a yearly averaged bedload sediment flux of 0.700 Mt/a ≈ 1.1 − 1.3e − 5
m3/s, based on field measurements, mass balances and an estimated mass density of the bed. Without any
calibration, the model calculates a total bed sediment flux of 8.36e-6 m3/s for the discharge time series with
a discharge range of 1000-10000 m3/s. This is reasonably close to the findings by Frings et al. (2015).
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series is shown in Figure 4.37. The difference in bed level is defined as ∆z(t) = zmodified(t)−
zoriginal(t). The figure focusses on the years 1976-1998 as during these years, several extreme
discharge events occurred.

Figure 4.37: Difference of the morphodynamic time development of the bed level from the series with
exclued extremes (denoted with the upper boundary of the considered discharge bandwidth), compared to
the natural series with a bandwidth of 1.000-10.000 m3/s (new-old).

The first extreme event that exceeds 8.000 m3/s passes in 1979. The first time 9.000 m3/s
is exceeded, occurs in 1983. Each time an extreme is cut-off and replaced by the reduced
upper limit, the bed level difference suddenly increases. After this sudden difference, a
similar process takes place as for the memory effect. Hence, not only the direct impact of
extremes are absent, but the memory of these extremes is missing as well. This difference
manifests itself in terms of a bed wave of missing extremes. Therefore, the differences in bed
level in C are more complex. A bed wave due to the missing extremes and the according
memory at A travels downstream and reaches B and C eventually.

Earlier, it was stated that the local rising trend at location A is caused by the fact that
the lower discharges, in combination with their duration and the according morphodynamic
time scale, were not able to dampen the growth of this sedimentation hump that was induced
by the discharge stages that exceed bankfull discharge. By excluding extreme events above
the defined upper boundaries in the series, the growth of the sedimentation hump at location
A is limited compared to the natural series. This can be observed by means of the negative
difference at location A.

At the zone where the flow experiences sudden acceleration (location C), for the same
reason, one might expect that excluding extreme events would lead to a limited eroding
trend compared to the original series (hence a positive difference). However, the bed level
development at location C is much more complex due to bed waves of missing extremes that
propagate downstream and affect the development at location C. Still, sudden differences in
bed level can be observed at location C, especially in the years 1979, 1983 and 1994.
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CHAPTER 5

An improved deterministic hydrograph schematisation

In this chapter, an improved deterministic hydrograph schematisation is aimed for, based
on the main findings from Chapter 4. This chapter consists of two main parts: 1) a recap
of the weaknesses of the deterministic cycled annual hydrograph (CAH), a demonstration
of how the improved hydrograph schematisation is obtained and how it can be constructed
(Section 5.1) and 2) a demonstration of the resulting improvements in terms of long-term bed
level development, yearly bed level fluctuations and a rough indication of the uncertainty in
simulated morphodynamics (Section 5.2-5.6).

5.1 Constructing multiple cycled annual hydrographs
(MCAH)

Chapter 4 shows a comparison of the morphodynamic change that results from a probabilis-
tic Monte Carlo simulation and the morphodynamic response that follows from the CAH.
The weakness of the latter method proves to be the absence of variation in intensity of dis-
charge events and the absence of variation in long-term hydrograph sequences. Differences
in long-term morphodynamic development between the two methods is especially observed
around the zones that experience relatively strong sediment transport gradients and large
fluctuations that are mainly the result of hydrograph boundary layer (HBL-) effects.

Another important finding of Chapter 4 is that by simplifying yearly hydrographs into
symmetric hydrographs, similar long-term morphodynamic development and fluctuations
are observed on time scales of years to decades, compared to the natural series. These
results are used to find an improved deterministic hydrograph schematisation. With this
updated method, the variability of duration of discharge stages and yearly high water events
is to be preserved to a larger extent. A way to establish this, is by introducing the multiple
cycled annual hydrographs (MCAH-) method instead of the CAH-approach.

First, a method to increase the number of cycled annual hydrographs will be discussed.
Based on the long-term daily discharge measurements, an approach is introduced in which
hydrograph years with similar statistical properties can be characterised by a single clas-
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sification parameter. Two classification parameters are considered. The first parameter is
the yearly maximum discharge. This parameter is relatively easy to obtain from long-term
discharge measurements. Moreover, the yearly maximum discharge is an important contrib-
utor to the yearly fluctuations. A statistical analysis is conducted for the discharge time
series of 1901-2010 at Lobith. For each year, the mean discharge and the standard deviation
of that year were obtained and compared to the yearly extreme discharges. The analysis
yields a positive correlation of the yearly extreme discharge and the yearly mean discharge
(ρ = 0.67), but even a stronger correlation with the yearly standard deviation of discharge
observations (ρ = 0.91), as Figure 5.1 illustrates.

Figure 5.1: Correlations between (a) the yearly maximum discharge with respect to the yearly mean
discharge and (b) the yearly maximum discharge and the yearly standard deviation of the discharge. Both
for the years 1901-2010 at Lobith. The red lines represent the linear regression lines through the plotted
points [source data: GRDC, 2018].

Besides the yearly maxima, the yearly mean discharge is considered as well to serve as a
classification parameter. It is found that the correlation of the yearly mean with the yearly
standard deviation of a year is weaker (ρ = 0.71) compared to the correlation with the
yearly maximum discharge. Therefore it is decided to classify the years based on the yearly
maxima of the historical record 1971-2010.

As a next step, threshold levels have to be defined that segregate classes of years with
similar statistical characteristics. The years in such a class have a maximum discharge that
falls in between two threshold levels. In this study, threshold discharges are defined such
that each class contains an equal number of years from the historical discharge data set.
How the years relate to the classes and threshold levels, is schematised in Figure 5.2 for the
case of three classes with two thresholds levels at 5000 m3/s and 7000 m3/s. The impact of
the number of classes on the simulated long-term morphodynamic change will be discussed
later on.

Step by step, the following procedure is executed to obtain the MCAHs: 1) importing a
historical data set of discharge observations; 2) finding the yearly maximum discharge for
each year in the historical data set; 3) classes of years are formed by comparing the yearly
maximum discharges to threshold levels. Each class contains the years of which the yearly
maximum discharges falls within two discharge threshold levels. The discharge threshold
levels are defined such, that each class contains an (approximately) equal number of years
from the historical dataset; 4) the yearly hydrographs that belong to the same class are
combined into a discharge duration curve for that class. Based on the flow duration curve
of a class, the statistically representative hydrograph can be constructed in a similar way as
for the deterministic CAH for each class.
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Figure 5.2: Classification of the years of the historical discharge record (gray), by comparing the maximum
yearly discharge stages (black lines) with respect to the discharge thresholds (dashed red lines). Each class
contains an equal number of years.

Figure 5.3: The hydrographs that are based on the flow duration curves of classes I, II and III from
Figure 5.2.

Using the multiple cycled annual hydrographs (MCAH; one for each class), artificial time
series can be constructed. The occurrence of each MCAH in the artificial time series must
correspond to the relative occurrence of the years that are included in the according class.
This is necessary in order to maintain the long-term statistics of the discharge record. Since
no correlation among subsequent years is observed in Chapter 2 in case of the river Rhine,
the long-term hydrograph time series is obtained by spreading the MCAHs equally over the
time domain, such that their occurrence is well-spread. An example for a series with three
MCAHs is presented in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: The artificial time series with the three MCAHs from Figure 5.3.
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5.2 Tested series

The morphodynamics will be studied for a selection of test cases using different numbers of
classes (MCAHs). The cases that are studied in the upcoming sections are summarised in
Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Considered number of classes (MCAHs) and the threshold that define the classes of years.

Series Number of classes/MCAHs Threshold discharges [m3/s]

Ser0 1 CAH-series

Ser1 2 6000

Ser2 3 5000, 7000

Ser3 4 5000, 6000, 8500

Ser4 5 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000

Ser5 6 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8500

Ser7 40 Reorganised natural series

Ser7 is an extreme series in which all the years of the natural 1971-2010 discharge record
are represented by symmetric hydrographs with a single high water event. This is the series
that was discussed in Section 4.5. For the series that is used here, the years are reorganised
such that the years with discharge extremes and the years with relatively low discharge
maxima are more or less equally spread over the 40 years of simulation time.

5.3 Long-term development

The morphodynamic state after 40 years is presented in Figure 5.5a and 5.5b for the different
series from Table 5.1. Due to clarity, the results are spread over two separate figures. The
cases with 1-3 classes are presented in Figure 5.5a. The cases with 4-6 are presented in
Figure 5.5b.

From the comparison of the morphodynamic states after 40 years, it turns out that
increasing the number of MCAHs improves the performance of the deterministic discharge
time series compared to the CAH-series. Mainly by increasing the number of MCAHs from
1 up to 4, the morphodynamic development with respect to the probabilistic bandwidth
improves. When the number of classes is increased further, the difference between the final
states of the series is not significant, as can be observed in Figure 5.5b.

By studying the influence of long-term sequences in Section 4.6, it is concluded that the
morphodynamic state at the end of the simulation should not be considered as fully indicative
for the long-term development of the river bed, since the final hydrograph years and the
moment of truncating the hydrograph have a significant influence on the morphodynamic
state at the end of the simulation. Therefore, the morphodynamic time development of the
bed level, as well as the according long-term trends are studied at location A, B and C.
A selection of the results is presented here. The morphodynamic development of the bed
level that results from the deterministic discharge series with 2, 4 and 6 MCAHs is shown
in Figure 5.6 - 5.8. In order to compare the bed level development from the MCAH-series
to the CAH-series, the bed level response to the CAH-series is plotted as well in each figure.
The analyses for the D50 of the river bed can be found in Appendix D. Similar improvement
can be observed in simulating the long-term development of the D50 of the river bed in case
the MCAH-series are imposed in the model.
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Figure 5.5: Morphodynamic state after 40 years with an increasing number of classes. (a) 1 CAH (red),
2 MCAHs (blue), 3 MCAHs (purple), the Monte Carlo bandwidth (gray) and the initial state of the river
bed (black); and (b) 4 MCAHs (red), 5 MCAHs (blue), 6 MCAHs (purple), the reference bandwidth (gray)
and the initial state of the riverbed (black).

From Figures 5.5- 5.8, it becomes clear that by imposing the MCAH-series, the long-
term development of the bed level and of the D50 is much closer to the mean development
from the Monte Carlo analysis. The more MCAHs are included in the time series, the more
natural variability in discharge stages is included in the discharge time series and the more
variation among yearly hydrographs is present. The upcoming sections focus on the increase
in performance of the MCAH-series for an increasing number of MCAHs.
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Figure 5.6: Time series for the case of 2 MCAHs with a threshold at 6000 m3/s at location (a) A, (b) B
and (c) C.

Figure 5.7: Time series for the case of 4 MCAHs with a threshold at 5000 m3/s, 6000 m3/s and 8500 m3/s
at location (a) A, (b) B and (c) C.
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Figure 5.8: Time series for the case of 6 MCAHs with a threshold at 4000 m3/s, 5000 m3/s, 6000 m3/s,
7000 m3/s and 8500 m3/s at location (a) A, (b) B and (c) C.

5.4 Improvements with respect to long-term bed level
trends

In order to compare the long-term bed level trend from the Monte Carlo simulations to the
long-term bed level development that results from the MCAH-series, long-term trends are
fitted through the bed level development that results from the MCAH-series. The fitted
trends are shown in Figure 5.9 for the bed level response to 1 (CAH), 2 and 5 MCAHs.

Figure 5.9: The fitted long-term trends for the bed level response to the discharge time series with 1
MCAH (CAH) (red), 2 MCAHs (blue), 5 MCAHs (green) and the mean bed level trend from the Monte
Carlo simulations (black) at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C.

To get insight on the performance of the included number of hydrographs in the MCAH-
method with respect to the long-term trends compared to the mean trend from the Monte
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Carlo simulations, an analysis of the root mean square error (RMSE) is made. This indicator
is often used to make estimations of the difference between long-term trends. In this case,
it is a measure of the deviation of the long-term trend in bed level from the deterministic
discharge time series with respect to the mean trend from the Monte Carlo simulations. An
advantage of this method is the fact that the RMSE is expressed in terms of the same units
as the measured quantity itself (Holmes, 2000).

The RMSE for the different series is presented in Figure 5.10. On the horizontal axis, the
number of MCAHs is plotted that are used to construct the deterministic hydrograph series.
On the vertical left axes, the RMSE is presented. On the vertical right axes, the RMSE
is expressed in terms of the percentage of the RMSE that was found with the CAH-series,
which is in fact the MCAH-method with one single class. Therefore, for one class, the error
RMSE equals 100%.

Figure 5.10: The RMSE for the different number of hydrographs in the MCAH-approach at locations (a)
A, (b) B and (c) C.

For the CAH-series, the RMSE at location B is one order of magnitude smaller than
the RMSE at locations A and C. As is demonstrated in Section 4.4, the CAH-series results
in long-term bed level development that deviates from the mean trends from the Monte
Carlo analysis, especially at the zones where the strongest sediment transport gradients
are observed and where HBL-waves have a large influence on the bed level development:
around locations A and C. This explains the large difference in RMSE at locations B for the
CAH-series compared to locations A and C.

As can be observed in Figure 5.10, a significant decrease in RMSE can be observed at
locations A and C by using the MCAH-series. Already after imposing discharge time series
that consist of 4 to 5 different MCAHs, the RMSE reduces to approximately 20 − 25% of
the initial RMSE that was found with the CAH-method. A possible cause for the fact that
the RMSE does not reduce significantly after increasing the number of hydrograph classes,
is the simplification that is made when constructing the MCAHs. In Chapter 4 it is shown
that by simplifying the natural hydrograph into symmetrical hydrographs, a small difference
can be observed in the modelled long-term morphodynamics with respect to the result from
the natural series. This error is encapsulated in the RMSE as well.

From Figure 5.10 it is clear that the RMSE is time-dependent, as the differences between
the trends from the MCAH-method and the mean from the Monte Carlo simulations varies
in time. To study this in quantitative way, the RMSE is evaluated for the fitted long-term
trends from Figure 5.10 for each interval of 10 years during the 40 years of simulation time.
The result is presented in Figure 5.11.

Especially at locations A and C, the series with few MCAHs lead to different equilibrium
conditions compared to the probabilistic mean trend and consequently, the RMSE grows in
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time. As is discussed in Section 4.2, the equilibrium bed level at locations A and C is
dependent on the variation in duration and intensity of discharge events. By imposing
the MCAH-series, this natural variation is pursued to a larger extent compared to the
CAH-series. Consequently, the equilibrium condition of the river bed that result from the
MCAH-series is much closer to the result from the Monte Carlo simulations. The series
that include 4-5 MCAHs show a smaller RMSE that is almost constant during the entire 40
years. This means that the long-term bed level development is close to the mean bed level
from the Monte Carlo simulations during the entire 40 years of the simulation and leads to
similar (dynamic) equilibrium conditions.

Figure 5.11: RMSE for intervals of 10 years in the 40 years of simulation time for the fitted long-term
trends from Figure 5.10 compared to the mean bed level trend from the Monte Carlo calculations. The
RMSE is evaluated for the series with 1 MCAH (CAH) (red), 2 MCAHs (blue) and 5 MCAHs (green) at
locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C.

5.5 Bed level fluctuation characteristics

The fluctuation parameter σf for the deterministic MCAH-approach is compared to the
mean observations from the Monte Carlo simulations as well. The results for the series with
1, 2 and 5 MCAHs is presented in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: The fluctuation parameter σf for the Monte Carlo bandwidth (gray), the mean of the Monte
Carlo simulations (black), 1 CAH (red), 2 MCAHs (blue) and 5 MCAHs (green).

The classification of historical hydrograph years, leads to MCAHs that represent the
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yearly statistical parameters of the hydrograph years for the specific class. Years with
similar low and high water events are combined into a single hydrograph that represents the
class. The variation of years and the nature of extreme events in the deterministic series
becomes closer to those of the natural series, for an increasing number of classes. As a result,
the bed level fluctuations that result from the MCAH-series are closer to the natural series,
compared to the response from the CAH-series.

5.6 A rough indication of uncertainty in future morpho-
dynamics

Besides the fact that increasing the number of cycled annual hydrographs results in an
improved performance in terms of long-term morphodynamic development and bed level
fluctuation characteristics, it also allows for another feature. By conveniently constructing
discharge time series out of the MCAHs, a rough (preliminary) indication can be obtained
with respect to the uncertainty in future morphodynamics without the need for generating
many randomly generated synthetic series in case of a Monte Carlo simulation. The con-
struction of extreme long-term discharge sequences is considered to serve for this purpose.

Assume three MCAHs Y1, Y2 and Y3. The extreme sequences are composed by grouping
all similar MCAHs and placing the groups in all possible orders. This means that for the
case with three MCAHs, 3! = 6 extreme hydrograph time series can be constructed1. The
extreme series are demonstrated below, assuming that the MCAHs Y1, Y2 and Y3 occur m,
n and p times respectively. The presented series are schematised in Figure 5.13.

(1)Y1;1..Y1;m − Y2;1..Y2;n − Y3;1..Y3;p
(2)Y1;1..Y1;m − Y3;1..Y3;p − Y2;1..Y2;n
(3)Y2;1..Y2;n − Y1;1..Y1;m − Y3;1..Y3;p
(4)Y2;1..Y2;n − Y3;1..Y3;p − Y1;1..Y1;m
(5)Y3;1..Y3;p − Y1;1..Y1;m − Y2;1..Y2;n
(6)Y3;1..Y3;p − Y2;1..Y2;n − Y1;1..Y1;m

Figure 5.13: Schematisation of the extreme series that are constructed out three MCAHs: Y1, Y2 and Y3.
These years occur m, n and p times respectively in each extreme series.

1The number of extreme series that can be constructed from n MCAHs is n!. Hence in case four MCAHs
are used, the number of extreme series would be 4! = 24.
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To check whether the extreme series result in morphodynamic changes that cover a
similar probabilistic bandwidth as obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations, the contours
of the bandwidth of morphodynamic change from the extreme series are compared to the
results from the Monte Carlo simulations. The contour of the bandwidth represents the
envelope of possible morphodynamic realisations from all included discharge time series.
Hence, this is not the same as a 90%-confidence interval. Whether these extreme sequences
yield an estimation of the envelope of possible morphodynamic changes can be simulated
from the extreme MCAH discharge series, is investigated for several cases varying from 2 to
4 MCAH-classes. The resulting contour of the bandwidth is presented in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Comparison of the contours of the bandwidth from the Monte Carlo simulations (first row)
and the series with two to four MCAH-classes (second up to fourth row) for locations (a) A, (b) B and (c)
C.

When only two MCAHs are used (and hence only 2! = 2 extreme series can be con-
structed), the envelope of the change in bed level shows poor similarities with the envelope
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from the Monte Carlo bandwidth at all three locations A, B and C. For an increasing number
of MCAHs, the extreme series yield a reasonable indication of the envelope of morphody-
namic response compared to the results from the probabilistic series. Especially during
the first years and at the end of the time series, the bandwidth contours from the Monte
Carlo simulations show significant similarities with the contours of the bandwidth from the
extreme MCAH discharge time series.

The contours of the bandwidth that follow from the envelope of extreme discharge time
series give a rough indication of the uncertainty around the expected long-term trend com-
pared to the Monte Carlo simulations. The advantage of the introduced approach is the fact
that a relatively small number of time series leads to a similar (rough) indication of uncer-
tainty in future morphodynamics. This might support preliminary estimations of uncertainty
that is associated with morphodynamic response to, for instance, river interventions.

Closing remark on the classification parameter

In this final section, a finding is discussed that is not tested or considered in the model study
throughout this chapter. However, this finding might contribute to increased performance
of the deterministic hydrograph time series. Therefore, it is briefly addressed here.

In Section 5.1 two classification parameters are considered that characterise the discharge
statistics of historical years. Besides the yearly maxima (‘mean of the wettest day in a
year2’) or the yearly mean (‘mean of the 365 wettest days in a year), another classification
parameter is found to be promising. In order to demonstrate this, an analysis is made
for the correlation between the yearly mean discharge, maximum discharge and standard
deviation with respect to the mean discharge of the n wettest days of the year. The results
are presented in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: The correlation between the mean of the n wettest days in a year and (a) the yearly mean,
(b) the yearly maxima and (c) the yearly standard deviation, for the years 1901-2010 as measured at Lobith
[source data: GRDC, 2018].

Figure 5.15a shows the correlation between the yearly mean discharge and the mean
discharge of the n wettest days in a year. It is obvious that ρ = 1 when the mean discharge
of the 365 wettest days of a year is compared to the yearly mean discharge (n=365). A
similar theory applies to Figure 5.15b. In case the yearly discharge maxima are compared to

2The wettest day in a year is the day during which the highest discharge magnitude is registered in that
year.
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the mean discharge of the wettest day in the year (n=1), ρ = 1 . The correlation gradually
decreases to ρ = 0.64 which is the same as the correlation in Figure 5.15a in case the mean
discharge of the 1 wettest day is compared to the yearly mean discharge (n=365, see Section
5.1). It becomes interesting when Figure 5.15c is observed. The correlation between the
mean discharge of the n wettest days in a year with the yearly standard deviation increases
to a maximum of ρ = 0.98 when the mean discharge of the 22 wettest days in a year (n=22)
is compared to the yearly standard deviation. This correlation is remarkably strong. The
main reason for this strong correlation, is the fact that most periods of high water in a year
have a duration of approximately 22 days. Consequently, the high water periods in a year
contribute significantly to the yearly standard deviation and cause a strong correlation.

By considering the mean discharge of the 22 wettest days in a year as the classification
parameter for statistical characteristics of a historical year of discharge observations, the
correlation with the yearly mean discharge and the yearly standard deviation increases to
0.8 and 0.98 respectively (Figure 5.15). The correlation with the yearly maxima reduces to
ρ = 0.93, which is still a strong correlation. Whether this would (significantly) improve the
deterministic MCAH-method as proposed in this chapter, is not studied further.

Figure 5.16: Correlation between (a) the mean discharge of the yearly 22 wettest days with respect to the
yearly mean discharge and (b) the mean discharge of the yearly 22 wettest days and the yearly standard
deviation. Both for the years 1901-2010 at Lobith. The red line represents a linear regression through the
points [source data: GRDC, 2018].
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CHAPTER 6

Discussion

Throughout this study, a conceptual model is used in which a typical Room for the River
intervention is selected to serve as a case study. The model parameters, such as the discharge
data, the geometrical layout and sediment characteristics are roughly based on the Dutch
Upper Rhine. The most important considerations and assumptions are elaborated here.
The extent to which these decisions have affected the model results is discussed here as well.
Moreover, the generality of the main findings will be addressed in this chapter.

Two-dimensional morphodynamics

The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of discharge variability on longitudi-
nal morphodynamic processes in a conceptual way. These processes are mainly governed by
longitudinal gradients in sediment transport. Many other morphodynamics processes pre-
vail when studying two-dimensional morphodynamic such as the morphodynamics in river
bends and at bifurcations. As the natural variation of river discharge is an important factor
when simulating these morphodynamic features, it is expected that the proposed multiple
cycled annual hydrograph (MCAH-) schematisation leads to increased model performance
with respect to the cycled annual hydrograph (CAH-) schematisation. However, it is recom-
mended to study the effects of the proposed hydrograph schematisation on two-dimensional
morphodynamic changes as well in future studies as these processes are governed by complex
flow patterns.

Model efficiency

The conceptual model that is used in this study consists of a strongly idealised two-dimensional
domain decomposition that represents a river of which the floodplain is locally widened.
This enables the horizontal expansion and contraction of the flow around the reach with the
widened floodplain. This contributes to the distribution of river discharge over the main
channel and the floodplain. As a consequence of the horizontal flow expansion and contrac-
tion and the associated adaptation length of the flow, smoother morphodynamic change is
observed in the model results compared to a theoretical one-dimensional analysis in which
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the flow velocity is assumed to be uniform throughout the flow cross-section. The model
schematisation is however too coarse to account for other complex flow structures such as
recirculation and spiral flow. It is expected that the latter two flow features do not sig-
nificantly impact the studied longitudinal morphodynamics, as these features mainly affect
lateral morphodynamic changes.

Even though the model accounts for (limited) two-dimensional flow features, the mor-
phodynamics in the active channel is purely longitudinal, as the active channel is only one
grid cell wide. Therefore, it is arguable whether the two-dimensional domain decomposi-
tion has a significant contribution to the findings in this thesis. The main disadvantage of
a two-dimensional model representation is the increase of simulation time. Even though
it is not expected that the model results would have been significantly different with a
one-dimensional model representation (since (strong) sediment gradients are still observed
around the sudden spatial changes in flow cross-section, as observed in the one-dimensional
analysis), the two-dimensional domain decomposition aims to produce model results that are
closer to what would be found with practical two-dimensional models such as the Duurzame
Vaarwegen Rijndelta (DVR-) model that is introduced in Chapter 3. It is also selected
in order to increase the link between research and practical application of the proposed
hydrograph schematisation in this thesis.

Extension to more complex morphodynamic models

In Chapter 1 and 2 of this thesis it is mentioned that in case multiple large-scale river in-
terventions are executed, the morphodynamic response might become a combination of the
effects of all these measures. In this study, the morphodynamic response to a single interven-
tion is considered. Therefore it is questionable whether the obtained results are applicable
to more extensive models that include multiple measures. The difficulty of combined inter-
action of bed level changes is already experienced within the conceptual model. Downstream
of the widened floodplain, local bed waves interact with bed waves that are generated up-
stream and that propagate through the river system. In Chapter 4 and 5 it is shown that
the MCAH-method results in simulated morphodynamics that is close to the findings from
the Monte Carlo simulations at all studied locations in the conceptual model. Hence, im-
provement in model performance is also observed downstream of the widened floodplain.
This increases the confidence that the MCAH hydrograph schematisation is useful for more
extended morphodynamic models as well.

The applicability to other river interventions

It is also expected that the findings from this study are representative for similar river inter-
ventions that include the change of local conveyance area or roughness of the river. These
(sudden) changes cause (strong) sediment gradients similar as found with this conceptual
study. It is not necessarily the specific intervention itself that leads to the morphodynamic
change, but rather the resulting (strong) sediment transport gradients.

The widened floodplain is modelled as a sharp spatial transition in cross-sectional area.
In reality, these transitions are often smoother (for example the widened floodplain at
Voorsterklei and Cortenoever). This means that, in reality, the sediment transport gra-
dients are expected to be not as strong as observed in the case study. The model study
considers an extreme scenario.
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Hydrograph discretisation

The influence of the number of discrete discharge steps in the hydrograph is not part of
this study. A relatively large number of steps is chosen to fulfill the statement by Wiersma
(1997) that a discretisation of the discharge time series into piecewise constant hydrographs
results in similar morphodynamics compared to the natural series, at least, if not too coarse.
Since in Wiersma (1997) or in other available literature no statement is made about what
is actually meant by not too coarse, a relatively large number of discrete discharge levels is
defined in the conceptual study: 13. This has an important consequence on the simulation
time. In Chapter 3, it is discussed that the more discrete steps are included, the more
computational time is required. Therefore, the number of discrete discharge steps in the
hydrograph is a factor that needs attention in future research. Computational time might
be saved.

Generality of the used discharge data set

40 Years of daily discharge measurements of the Dutch Upper Rhine are used to construct
the discharge time series amongst others for the Monte Carlo simulations. In Chapter 2 it
is found that after several decades, the statistical parameters that describe the long-term
statistics (the mean and the standard deviation) do not change significantly by adding more
years of data. Still, as is demonstrated in Chapter 4 and 5, the long-terms statistics is not the
only characteristic that governs morphodynamic change. Especially at zones that experience
strong sediment gradients and where the influence of HBL-waves is dominant, yearly hydro-
graph sequences prove to be of importance as well. This means that the selection of 40 years
other than 1971-2010, might have resulted in slightly different morphodynamic realisations.
The difference in long-term morphodynamic development is however not expected to be sig-
nificant as it is believed that the inherent natural variation in river flow is not significantly
different for a selection of other discharge years than the 1971-2010 observations.

The importance of yearly seasonality

In Chapter 2 it is demonstrated that a yearly periodicity dominates the seasonality in the
lower section of the river Rhine. This finding led to the simplified discharge hydrographs
with a one-yearly flooding event. However, it is also shown that in some parts of the river
Rhine (around Kaub-Andernach), the seasonal periodicity shows on average two (mild) flood
peaks per year as a consequence of both geological and meteorological factors (see Chapter
2, Figure 2.3). It is expected that the simplification into yearly hydrographs with one flood
event will result in larger inaccuracies when applied to river systems that are not dominated
by such a clear, yearly periodicity. A possibility could be to simplify the yearly hydrographs
into hydrographs with two (different) flood events. This is however not part of this study,
but might be recommended for future research.

For setting up the proposed deterministic MCAH discharge time series, a classification
parameter is introduced that categorises years with similar statistical characteristics. The
yearly maximum discharge is used, since it shows significant correlation with the yearly mean
and standard deviation. This correlation is found for the daily discharge observations from
1901-2010 at Lobith, which show a dominant yearly periodicity. It is however questionable
whether this classification parameter would be effective in case of the river discharge does
not show a dominant yearly periodicity. Therefore, an analysis is made of the correlation
between the yearly maximum discharge and the yearly mean and standard deviation of the
discharge measurements at the observation station in Kaub, where on average two (milder)
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flood events are observed in one year. It appears that the correlations are similar for this
station (ρ = 0.68 for the yearly mean and ρ = 0.87 for the yearly standard deviation). This
means that the classification parameter would have been applicable for a classification of
the years as measured at Kaub as well.

The MCAHs as input for a Monte Carlo simulation

In Chapter 3 several methods are discussed how synthetic discharge time series can be
constructed. These synthetic time series can be used as input for a Monte Carlo simulation.
The MCAHs could be used for this purpose as well. Whether this would result in similar
Monte Carlo results compared to the applied bootrap method is not addressed in this study.
It is recommended to study the potential of a Monte Carlo simulation using randomly
generated series out of the MCAHs. It would be convenient to use the MCAHs for this
purpose as no complex methods are required to generate artificial hydrographs that contain
daily structures (e.g. Huthoff et al., 2010; Van Vuren et al., 2015).

Climate change

For the MCAH-method, a historical data set is used. This means that the hydrograph
schematisation for future simulations is based on historical data. However, trends in climate
change influence the flow regime of the river on the long-term (e.g. Emmanouil, 2017; Yossef
and Sloff, 2012). Depending on the presence and severity of those trends, the MCAH-method
might not represent the long-term future flow statistics of the river. This is not a complexity
for the MCAH-method only, but this is a general complication in river modelling. As is
discussed in Chapter 2, the limited knowledge about climate change is therefore a source of
uncertainty as well.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion: A synthesis and recommendations for the future
schematisation of discharge time series

The main objective of this study is to increase insight on the performance of the deter-
ministic cycled annual hydrograph (CAH-) schematisation compared to the results from a
probabilistic Monte Carlo approach. This insight is used to propose an improved determin-
istic hydrograph schematisation that meets the results from the Monte Carlo simulation to
a larger extent. The main findings and answers to the research questions are elaborated
here. The findings are translated into recommendations for the river engineering practice.

The implication of variable river discharge on river morphology

The impact of discharge variability on river morphodynamics can be distinguished into three
zones: 1) Hydrograph boundary layer (HBL); 2) the quasi-normal flow segment (QNFS) and
3) the backwater segment (BWS). A conceptual study is evaluated in which a typical Room
for the River intervention is modelled: a reach with a widened floodplain. It is found that
not only the long-term statistics of the river discharge governs the morphodynamic change.
This is observed mainly for the zones that experience dominant influence of HBL-waves.
The local morphology in the HBL-zone is to a large extent dependent on the combined
intensity and influence of bed waves that are continuously generated under the influence of
a variable river discharge. This implies that the (long-term) sequence of hydrograph years
is of paramount importance when simulating the future development of the the river bed
at zones where the HBL-influence is significant. However, due to a lack of dependency and
correlation among subsequent hydrograph years, constructing future discharge series is a
complicated task.

The Monte Carlo analysis

The limited predictability of future river discharge series is a source of uncertainty in sim-
ulated morphodynamics. A Monte Carlo simulation is carried out to study the time devel-
opment of longitudinal morphodynamic changes. Three locations are considered around the
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reach with the widened floodplain: in the zone where the flow expands (location A), where
the flow contracts (location C) and in between these zones (location B). Locations A and C
are zones where strong sediment transport gradients are observed and where HBL-effects are
of large influence. At location B, the HBL-influence is smaller and milder sediment transport
gradients can be observed. By conducting a Monte Carlo simulation with 20 realisations, it
is found that the largest uncertainty can be observed in the zones that experience the largest
influence of bed level fluctuations and where the influence of HBL-waves is dominant.

The deterministic cycled annual hydrograph (CAH-) series

The morphodynamic response to the deterministic cycled annual hydrograph (CAH) is com-
pared to the results from the Monte Carlo simulations. The CAH is a representation of the
long-term statistics, imposed by means of a single, yearly hydrograph. It is aimed for to be
the best guess with respect to a future discharge time series that leads to a similar long-term
trend as obtained from the Monte Carlo realisations. However, the long-term development
show poor similarities with the long-term trend from the Monte Carlo simulations, especially
in the zones where the flow contracts and expands and where the most extreme sedimenta-
tion and erosion are expected respectively. At those locations, the HBL-effects are the most
pronounced. This implies that the trends towards a new dynamic equilibrium at locations
that are dominated by strong sediment transport gradients and HBL-effects are not merely
governed by the long-term discharge statistics. It is supposed that at those locations, the
long-term morphodynamic development is the result of the variation in duration and in-
tensity of flood and draught sequences as well. This feature is not well-represented by the
current deterministic CAH-approach. The lack of variation of discharge events and the ab-
sence of varying yearly sequences is appointed to be the main weakness of the deterministic
CAH-method.

The poor performance in simulating the morphodynamic change at the zones where
extreme sedimentation and erosion are observed is an important drawback of the CAH-
method. At zones where the river bed experiences the most sedimentation (location A), a
bottleneck might develop regarding the navigability of a river. Therefore, a reliable model
prediction of these zones that experience extreme sedimentation is of large importance when
evaluating the future impact of river interventions. On the other hand, it is desirable to
make reliable predictions of zones that experience relatively much erosion (location C) since
this might amongst others induce instabilities of the surrounding soil and neighbouring
structures.

The importance of short-term sequences

In order to propose an improved deterministic hydrograph schematisation and to find a
convenient strategy for schematising discharge time series, the importance of short-term
(intra-annual) daily sequences of the variable river discharge is evaluated considering long-
term morphodynamic change. The contribution of intra-annual short-term sequences to
simulated morphodynamics is studied by comparing the morphodynamic response to the
natural discharge series to a hydrograph series in which all years are simplified into sym-
metrical hydrographs with one flood event per year. The influence of daily structures proves
to be of no significant influence on the morphodynamic response on the studied time scales
of years up to decades. The long-term trends are similar at all locations, but the relative
difference increases incrementally in time and results in a difference in the order of centime-
ters at the end of the 40 years of simulation at locations A and C. The yearly dominant
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fluctuations around the long-term bed level trend are also found to be similar to the natural
series. The simplification removes fluctuations that occur on smaller time scales than one
year. Therefore, for the modelling of morphodynamics on smaller time scales, this method
is expected to be too much simplified.

The influence of long-term sequences

In this study, the concept of the memory effect is used to demonstrate the importance of
including long-term (yearly) sequences in discharge time series. The fading character of the
memory effect in the river bed, or the decaying signature of historical events, is evaluated.
The memory at each location is found to be a combination of local changes and the passage
of bed waves that are generated upstream of the observed location. The convective and
diffusive behaviour of these bed waves depends on the flow and sediment flux characteristics
of the river. This implies that the memory effect is dependent on the studied case and
river. In this conceptual study, the memory effect is reduced by an order of magnitude
after approximately 5-10 years at all considered locations. The findings have important
implications on the interpretation of morphodynamic change in river systems. It means
that the final state of the morphodynamic simulation is mainly determined by the last 5-10
hydrograph years. Another interesting finding is the fact that using only the final state of a
model simulation seems not to be fully indicative for the long-term morphodynamics, since it
depends on the final stages of the hydrograph, as well as on the last years of the simulation.
Therefore, it is recommended to consider the average morphodynamic development during
the last few years rather than interpreting merely the final morphodynamic state of the
simulation.

An improved deterministic approach

An improved deterministic method is proposed in which multiple cycled annual hydrographs
(MCAHs) are combined into long-term deterministic discharge time series. The MCAHs are
based on the classification of years with similar yearly discharge statistics. More detail on
classifying the years from a historical discharge data set and the method how to construct the
MCAH discharge time series can be found in Chapter 5. The number of defined classes (and
hence the number of MCAHs) has influence on the long-term morphodynamic development
and affects the performance of the deterministic hydrograph time series, compared to the
Monte Carlo simulations.

As a performance indicator for the MCAH discharge time series considering the long-
term morphodynamic trends, the root mean square error (RMSE) is evaluated. Already by
defining 3-4 classes (and the according MCAHs), a significant reduction of the RMSE with
respect to the long-term bed level trend from the Monte Carlo analysis can be obtained. The
RMSE does not reduce significantly for a further increase in classes or MCAHs. This means
that for 4-5 classes, the MCAH series represents the essential inherent natural variation of
the river discharge. Moreover, the bed level fluctuations around the long-term trend are
similar to those that result from the natural series in case of 5-6 MCAHs. At last, it is
shown that by creating extreme sequences out of 3-4 MCAHs, a rough indication can be
given on the uncertainty in simulated morphodynamics that is comparable to the Monte
Carlo simulations.
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Combining the deterministic and probabilistic model approaches

Finally, a conceptual idea about a combined model approach is discussed. It combines
multiple findings from this study. It is found that the probabilistic bandwidth stagnates
after several decades of simulation at all studied locations after a number of decades. This
is mainly the result of the long-terms statistics of the river discharge, which limits the
occurrence of wet and dry discharge years in long-term discharge time series. It is also
shown that, with the use of a well-considered deterministic hydrograph schematisation,
the long-term bed level trend from the Monte Carlo analysis can be approached with one
single (MCAH-) discharge time series. Based on this knowledge, a Monte Carlo approach
with reduced computational effort is proposed. A Monte Carlo simulation can be used to
simulate the uncertainty bandwidth up to the point where it is observed that the uncertainty
does not increase further. Simultaneously, the deterministic discharge time series is run for
the entire simulation time. As the probabilistic bandwidth remains fairly constant after a
certain period, the bandwidth can be extrapolated around the long-term development as
calculated with the deterministic series. This model approach is illustrated in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Schematic of (a) the traditional Monte Carlo concept and (b) the conceptual model approach
that combines the long-term morphodynamic development that yields from the improved deterministic hy-
drograph schematisation and the constant bandwidth from Monte Carlo simulation with reduced simulation
length.

There are two important requirements for this theory: 1) The probabilistic bandwidth
must stagnate (this is observed after approximately 30-35 years in the case study); and 2)
the deterministic series must be an accurate approximation of the average development of
the Monte Carlo series. The latter requirement is not satisfied with the conventional CAH-
method. This emphasises the value of the introduced MCAH schematisation strategy in
this study. It is recommended to study the possibilities of this combined model approach as
computational time can be saved with this approach.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Unit Description
b [-] Degree of non-linearity in s = s(u)
C [

√
m/s] Chezy rougness coefficient

cbed [m/s] Propagation velocity of bed level waves
cmix [m/s] Propagation velocity of bed sediment composition waves
d(x) [m] Water depth
de [m] Equilibrium water depth
D50 [m] Geometric mean grainsize diameter
δ [m] Active layer thickness
ε [-] Porosity of river bed
Fr [-] Froude number
g [m/s2] Gravitational acceleration
ib [m/m] Initial bed slope
ibe [m/m] Equilibrium bed slope
λw [m] Flow adaptation length
Lw [m] Length widened floodplain
µ [-] Ratio average grain size bedload to average grain size active layer
Q [m3/s] Water discharge
Qbf [m3/s] Bankfull discharge
ρ [-] Correlation between two parameters
s(x) [m2/s] Total volumetric streamwise sediment transport per unit width
S(x) [m3/s] Total volumetric streamwise sediment transport
σf [m] Fluctuation parameter
τ [s] Morphological time scale

u(x) [m/s] Longitudinal flow velocity
∆x [m] Longitudinal spatial interval
z0 [m] Initial bed level
zeq [m] Equilibrium bed level
z(t) [m] Momentary bed level

∆z(t) [m] Momentary difference in bed level
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Nomenclature

Abbrevation Description
BWS Backwater segment
CAH Cycled annual hydrograph
CDF Cumulative density function
DVR Duurzame Vaardiepte Rijndelta

GRDC Global Runoff Data Center
HBL Hydrograph boundary layer

MCAH Multiple cycled annual hydrographs
PDF Probability density function

QNFS Quasi normal flow segment
RfR Room for the River

RMSE Root mean square error
std.dv. Standard deviation
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APPENDIX A

Establishment of the mean and standard deviation of the long-term
discharge statistics at Lobith

The same procedure as performed in Section 2.2.3 is executed, but now starting from the year
2010 backwards to 1901. Again, both the mean and the standard deviation tend towards a
fairly constant value already after several decades.

(a) (b)

Figure A.1: (a) Establishment of the mean and the (b) standard deviation of the discharge series at
Lobith (black solid line) with respect to the 5% interval around the long-term value for the series 2010-1901
(red dashed line) [source data: GRDC, 2018].
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APPENDIX B

Hydrodynamics and sediment transport in the model

B.1 Depth and velocity distribution over the main channel and flood-
plain

Figure B.1 illustrates the depth averaged velocity and the water depth at both the floodplain
and inside the main channel. The conditions previal in the normal flow zone far upstream
of the reach with the widened floodplain.

Figure B.1: (a) Velocity distribution over the main channel and the floodplains and (b) the water depth
in the main channel and at the floodplain for all discrete discharge stages.
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B.2 Initial backwater effects

Figure D.3 shows the backwater effects for extreme discharges that are induced by the
widened floodplain. Also for the extreme discharges, relatively mild backwaters are initiated,
resulting in negligible erosion upstream of the reach with the widened floodplain.

Figure B.2: Backwater effects upstream of the widening for the most extreme discharges.
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B.3 Velocity field for a discharge stage of Q=6000m3/s

In Figures B.3- B.4 the velocity fields are presented for a constant discharge of 6000 m3/s.
The figures show a top view of the velocity fields around the reach with the widened flood-
plain. The horizontal extraction and contraction of the flow can be observed by means of
the flow velocity vectors.

Figure B.3: Velocity field around the widened floodplain, colors scaled to velocities at the floodplains for
a steady discharge of Q=6000m3/s.

Figure B.4: Velocity field around the widened floodplain, colors scaled to velocities in the main channel
for a steady discharge of Q=6000m3/s.
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B.4 Bed level changes with different longitudinal grid sizes

Figure B.5 shows a comparison of the bed level changes that are calculated with the nu-
merical model. They represent the bed level change for imposing a steady discharge of 6000
m3/s for one year. The computed bed level changes are similar.

Figure B.5: Computed bed level with a longitudinal grid cell size of 300 m (top) and 100 m (bottom).
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B.5 Sediment transport for all discrete discharge stages

The longitudinal bed sediment transport for four discharge magnitudes are presented during
the first year (Figure B.6a) and after 40 years (Figure B.6b).

Figure B.6: Bed load transport (a) initially and (b) after 40 years. The vertical dashed lines represent
the location of the widened floodplain.
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APPENDIX C

Morphodynamic changes in the model

C.1 Time development of the D50 for the natural discharge series
1971-2010

Figure C.1 shows the time development of the D50 of the river bed at the studied locations.

Figure C.1: The time development of the D50 of the bed sediment at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C
for the Monte Carlo realisations (gray), the mean of the probabilistic bandwidth (black) and the natural
1971-2010 discharge time series (red).
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At locations A and B, a coarsening trend is observed. M. Tewolde (personal communi-
cation, June 6., 2019) states that a possible cause for this coarsening trend is the fact that
the future equilibrium flow velocity at the reach with the widened floodplain (that belongs
to the future equilibrium bed conditions and sediment flux) will be lower compared to the
equilibrium flow velocity in the river prior to when the river intervention was installed. Con-
sequently, the relative mobility difference of the fine and coarse sediment fractions of the bed
sediment increases and relatively much fine material is transported. As a result, the river
bed coarsenes whereas sedimentation is observed. At location C, other effects might become
important that decrease the mobility difference between coarse and fine fractions: the hiding
effect. Hiding effects make the coarse grains easier to be transported and decreases the mo-
bility of the finer grains in the bed sediment mixture (Wilcock and Crowe, 2003). This effect
possibly contributes to the observed trends as well. Modelling with mixed sediments proves
to be an extremely complicated task. Sloff (personal communication, June 4., 2019) states
that these trends in bed sediment composition, in combination with the observed trends in
bed level are observed in practical models as well. Similar observations are found in model
simulations by Tewolde. A clear, complete scientific explanation is however still not found.

C.2 Instantaneous bed level changes at B and C with the natural
discharge series 1971-2010

The instantaneous response at locations B and C is disturbed by the bed waves that are
generated at location A and approach locations B and C with a certain time lag. They are
therefore not considered further and are presented in Figure C.2 here only for completeness.

Figure C.2: Instantaneous bed level change at locations (b) B and (c) C for the natural series of 1971-2010.

C.3 Time development of the D50 for the CAH-series

Similar differences can be noticed in long-term bed level development for the D50 of the bed
sediment at all three locations. The results are presented in Figure C.3.
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Figure C.3: The time development of the D50 of the bed sediment at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C for
the Monte Carlo realisations (gray), the mean of the probabilistic bandwidth (black) and the CAH series.

C.4 Instantaneous bed level changes at B and C with the CAH-series

The instantaneous bed level changes are presented in Figure C.4. The analysis is disturbed
by bed level waves that are generated upstream of the considered locations.

Figure C.4: Instantaneous change at locations (b) B and (c) C using the CAH-series.
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Cumulative intantaneous response at location B with the CAH-series

The analyes of the cumulative instantaneous change for all discharges are added for com-
pleteness as the analyses are disturbed by bed waves that are generated upstream in case
of the CAH-series. The results are presented in Figure C.5. The integrated change for
discharge stages below and above bankfull discharge is presented in Table C.1.

Figure C.5: Cumulative instantaneous response at location B for the mean of the probabilistic series
(black) and the CAH-series (red). The according properties are given in Table C.1.

Table C.1: Comparison of the sum of the cumulative contribution of discharge below and above bankfull
discharge as well as the net cumulative effect at location B.

Series Sum cum. cont. Q ≤ Qbf Sum cum. cont. Q > Qbf Net change [m]

Prob. series +0.15m +0.09m +0.23m

SAYH series +0.13m +0.09m +0.22m

Cumulative intantaneous response at location C with the CAH-series

The same is shown for location C in Figure C.6 and Table C.2.

Figure C.6: Cumulative instantaneous response at location C for the mean of the probabilistic series
(black) and the CAH-series (red). The according properties are given in Table C.2.
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Table C.2: Comparison of the sum of the cumulative contribution of discharge below and above bankfull
discharge as well as the net cumulative effect at location C.

Series Sum cum. cont. Q ≤ Qbf Sum cum. cont. Q > Qbf Net change [m]

Prob. series +1.02m −1.3m −0.27m

SAYH series +1.25m −1.41m −0.16m

C.5 Instantaneous bed level changes for the modified symmetric hy-
drograph series

The instantaneous bed level changes are presented in Figure C.7. The analysis is disturbed
by bed level waves that are generated upstream of the considered locations. They are added
for completeness.

Figure C.7: Instantaneous change at locations (b) B and (c) C using the modified, symmetric hydrograph
series from 1971-2010.

Cumulative intantaneous response at location B

The analyes of the cumulative instantaneous change for all discharges are added for com-
pleteness as the analyses are disturbed by bed waves that are generated upstream. The
results are presented in Figure C.8. The integrated change for discharge stages below and
above bankfull discharge is presented in Table C.3.
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Figure C.8: Cumulative instantaneous response at location B for the natural series 1971-2010 (red) and
the modified series in which the years have been simplified into yearly, assymetric hydrographs (black). The
according properties are given in Table C.3.

Table C.3: Comparison of the sum of the cumulative contribution of discharge below and above bankfull
discharge as well as the net cumulative effect.

Series Cum. cont. Q ≤ Qbf Cum. cont. Q > Qbf Net change [m]

Natural series +0.10m +0.09m +0.19m

Modified series +0.09m +0.10m +0.19m

Cumulative intantaneous response at location C

The same is done for location C. The results are presented in Figure C.9 and Table C.4.

Figure C.9: Cumulative instantaneous response at location C for the natural series 1971-2010 (red) and
the modified series in which the years have been simplified into yearly, assymetric hydrographs (black). The
according properties are given in Table C.4.

Table C.4: Comparison of the sum of the cumulative contribution of discharge below and above bankfull
discharge as well as the net cumulative effect.

Series Cum. cont. Q ≤ Qbf Cum. cont. Q > Qbf Net change [m]

Natural series +1.20m −1.44m −0.23m

Modified series +1.03m −1.32m −0.29m
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Results from the MCAH-series

D Time development of the D50 for 2, 4 and 6 MCAHs

In the following figures, the long-term development of the D50 of the river bed is presented
for series with 2, 4 and 6 MCAHs. In each figure, the morphodynamic response to the
CAH-series presented as well in order to demonstrate the improvements that are made with
the MCAH-series.

Figure D.1: Time development of the D50 of the river bed at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C using 2
MCAHs (red) compared to the mean development from the Monte Carlo realisations (gray). The response
to the CAH-series is presented as well (blue).
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Figure D.2: Time development of the D50 of the river bed at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C using 4
MCAHs (red) compared to the mean development from the Monte Carlo realisations (gray). The response
to the CAH-series is presented as well (blue).

Figure D.3: Time development of the D50 of the river bed at locations (a) A, (b) B and (c) C using 6
MCAHs (red) compared to the mean development from the Monte Carlo realisations (gray). The response
to the CAH-series is presented as well (blue).
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